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Preface

Until last year, I had never had the opportunity to visit Asia. Thanks to the generous
funding of the Henry Luce Foundation and support of the Asia Foundation, I was able to
study legal reform in Vietnam during the summer of 2003. The experience was rich and
stimulating, introducing me to a land and culture that I quickly grew to love. I benefited
from Chad Bolick and Jonathan Stromseth’s faith in my abilities as a prospective Luce
fellow and their guidance during my stay in Vietnam. I was also able to meet numerous
Vietnamese friends and professionals, as well as ex-pats, all of whom made my stay in
the country memorable.

Returning from Vietnam, my interests in transitional economies and legal reform led me
to take a course on comparative law with Professor Louis Aucoin at the Fletcher School.
Under his advisement, I decided to write my masters’ thesis as a comparative law
analysis in order to better place the experience and knowledge I gained about Vietnam.
My thesis compares China and Vietnam because of their shared political and cultural
roots, but also for their differing reform policies and economic performance. Having
never been to China, I relied exclusively on desk research to write those sections of the
paper. My wife Kate helped with edits and the encouragement to complete my thesis a
semester early and my mother Karen weighed in with her always appreciated wisdom and
insight. My father Tom, who passed away in 2000, served in the Vietnam War and was a
constant presence during my time in the country.
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Introduction

The first thing a visitor to Vietnam notices is the traffic chaos. Whether in Hanoi or Ho
Chi Minh City, one is subsumed in a deafening torrent of mopeds careening down the
streets. At intersections, Vietnamese policemen, wearing tan uniforms, fake Ray-Bans
and holding white Billy-clubs, idly scan for traffic violators. It's safe to say that every
driver is violating some law—no lights, no paperwork, five people and two pigs on one
moped. Without bikes of their own, police rely on traffic congestion to make stops: they
swiftly step in front of selected drivers who have little room to turn away. Once off the
street, a bribe is negotiated, usually around $5, more if the driver seems rushed or owns
an expensive bike. In Vietnamese, this discussion is called lam luat, which literally
means “to make law.”1

That common expression is emblematic of the myriad obstacles that confront Vietnam in
adopting a true rule of law. China also faces similar challenges in transforming a largely
extralegal society into one governed by more predictable legal institutions. In recent
years, both countries have sought to modernize their economies by restructuring their
legal systems—all while preserving the mantel of strong, single party, socialist states.
The process has proved complex and at times paradoxical. In Vietnam, law “has been
called upon both to bring greater pluralism to Vietnamese society and to contain the
political instability pluralism can bring.”2 While both countries are encouraging the

1

This is from the author’s observations and conversations with residents of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City in
2003, though not from first hand experience.
2
Mark Sidel, "Law Reform in Vietnam: The Complex Transition from Socialism and Soviet Models in
Legal Scholarship and Training," UCLA Pacific Basin Law Journal 11, no. 2 (1993). 223
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growth of the private sector, their governments remain ambivalent about the ‘rule of law’
concept in meeting economic development goals.3

This thesis is a comparative analysis of the unusual legal reform dynamics in Vietnam
and China. The intent is to explain the function of law in the development of these
transitional economies by looking at legal reforms from a political economy and private
enterprise perspective. It does not argue for or against a specific theory or policy related
to law and development, but rather offers an observational assessment of recent reforms
in each country. Vietnam and China are examined in terms of similarities and distinctions
in their respective reform efforts. While there is a shared cultural and political heritage
hostile to the legitimization of law and commerce, for example, China has progressed
more rapidly than Vietnam in implementing legal reforms. Commercial litigation has
increased dramatically there, while recent court reforms in Vietnam precipitated a sharp
decline in cases. China recently announced its intention to privatize property4—a
surrender of socialist dogma that Vietnam has so far been unwilling to concede. Yet, both
countries struggle with corruption, debt-ridden state factories and banks, vast, extralegal
markets and the weak enforcement of court judgments. Their nascent legal professions,
while more independent from the state, have accommodated this legal morass instead of
setting higher standards of probity. This thesis also contrasts these shared legal
challenges with Western conceptions of the rule of law in order to assess whether China

3

For a complete analysis of the components of the Rule of Law as seen from the Western perspective, see
Barry M. Hager, The Rule of Law: A Lexicon for Policy Makers (Mansfield Center for Pacific Affairs,
2000). China and Vietnam’s ambivalence stems for their political traditions, though there is also a more
empirical justification for such skepticism. Law functions well as a state management tool, but not an
instrument of economic or political development. See Weber
4
Peter S. Goodman, "China Ready to Grant Property Rights," Washington Post, December 22, 2003.
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and Vietnam are converging on Western legal standards or forging a different ‘rule of
law’ model.

The first analytical hurdle that confronts market legal theorists studying Vietnam and
China is that the explosive economic growth of these countries began and continues
despite dysfunctional court systems and ambiguous private property protections.5 This
performance is both exceptional and ironic—two of the last remaining communist
countries, seemingly bereft of Western development prerequisites such as a rule of law
and government transparency, have maintained some of the highest economic growth and
poverty reduction rates in the world.6 More generally, East Asian development has long
stymied Western assumptions about the causal linkages between liberal politics, law and
economic growth.7 Singaporeans have few political freedoms, but enjoy a
comprehensive, corruption-free legal system and robust economic growth. The
Philippines has democratic governance, but only modest market development and a weak
rule of law. “The East Asia experience could, at its starkest, mean that high levels of
economic performance bear no relation at all to the presence of “modern” or “Western”
law.”8

Vietnam and China have experienced tremendous growth but have neither liberal
political structures nor well functioning legal systems. In Vietnam, legal reforms are
5

Adam Fforde, "From Plan to Market: The Economic Transitions in Vietnam and China Compared," in
Transforming Asian Socialism: China and Vietnam Compared, ed. Benedict J. Tria Kerkvliet Anita Chan,
Jonathan Unger (Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 1999). 45
6
Joseph E. Stiglitz, Globalization and Its Discontents (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2003). 214
7
Kanishka Jayasuriya, "A Framework for Analysis," in Law, Capitalism and Power in Asia: The Rule of
Law and Legal Institutions, ed. Kanishka Jayasuriya (London: Routledge, 1999). 1
8
Per Bergling, Legal Reform and Private Enterprise: The Vietnamese Experience (Department of Law,
Umea University, Sweden, 1999). 20-21
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often a delayed reaction to market trends and “improvements in enterprise performance
have usually preceded changes in the legal framework.”9 Similarly, in China “economic
development has not been significantly hampered by the lack in some circumstances of
effective enforcement of rights.”10 Critics of these observations counter that the rule of
law is integral to fostering growth, reducing corruption and promoting market stability.11
As a former World Bank General Counsel said: “There is no way a market system can
work efficiently in the absence of clear, enforceable laws regarding property and
contractual rights and obligations.”12 These critics argue that however Vietnam and China
have managed thus far, long term prosperity will depend on their willingness and ability
to transform their societies into ones governed by the rule of law.

The rule of law concept may be widely embraced, but consensus often unravels around
which principles and values should be prioritized.13 Generally speaking, most advocates
identify key components derived from the Western liberalism, going back to John
Locke,14 such as a strong constitution, government bound by its own laws, and an

9

Brian Van Arkadie & Raymond Mallon, Vietnam: A Transition Tiger? (Asia Pacific Press, 2003). 104
Emphasis added.
10
Donald Clarke discussing ineffective civil judgment enforcement in China. See Stanley Lubman, "The
Future of Chinese Law," China Quarterly, no. 141 (1995). 13 Clarke notes that businesses do not have a
detrimental reliance on efficient, impartial courts; disputes are handled informally within the context of ongoing business relations.
11
Edgardo Buscaglia, The Law and Economics of Development: Anti-Corruption Programs and Their
Impact on Efficiency and Equity (Hoover Institution, Stanford University and the University of Virginia
Law School, 1999). 2
12
Ibrahim Shihata, former Vice President and General Counsel to the World Bank, 1991. From Bergling.
14
13
Anders Fogelklou, "Principles of Rule of Law and Legal Development," in Legal Assistance to
Developing Countries: Swedish Perspectives on the Rule of Law, ed. Per Sevastik (Kluwer Law
International, 1998). 38
14
Locke outlined many principles that would eventually be incorporated into the rule of law lexicon,
writing that “the ruling power ought to govern by declared and received laws, and not by extemporary
dictates and undetermined resolutions.” John Locke, The Second Treatise on Civil Government (1690). 77
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independent judiciary, among other features.15 Animating these principles is the idea that
the judiciary acts as check on legislative and executive power by being uniquely disposed
to determine what the law is. In the United States, this power of judicial review grew
serendipitously from the Supreme Court’s landmark Marbury v. Madison case—the legal
system equivalent of evolving an opposable thumb. But while complementary political
circumstances and legal theory have intermingled for two centuries in the West, China
and Vietnam have a tradition of Confucianism, Communist ideology and anti-colonialist
skepticism that has forged a different understanding of the role of law in society. Here the
boundaries of public and private, law and politics, and individual rights and community
values blur together in ways that resist foreign prescriptions.

As Stanley Lubman wrote, “because law is the most overtly culture bound of all the
disciplines, legal studies of China raise with particular sharpness issues that bedevil all
implicitly or explicitly comparative inquiries into Chinese society.”16 Likewise, in
Vietnam, translation of legal terminology creates a guise of commonality with the West
that belies significant differences in values. The affinity for “democracy” and
“independence” evident in Vietnam’s 1946 and 1992 Constitutions and their Preambles17
are often miscast as a reflection of Western ideals. The term ‘democratic’ is meant to
connote the collective advancement of the revolution and “independent” means
independent of an oppressive colonial regime or foreign influence, rather than judicial

15

Hager.
Lubman. 9
17
"Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam," (1992).
16
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independence from the government or the Communist Party.18 In this sense, studying
Vietnamese legal thought through a Western lens can suggest misleading parallels. Even
the Vietnamese Constitution, like that of China, is seen as the articulation of the Party’s
policy direction rather than a legal document; the rights it espouses cannot be the basis of
a legal challenge against government actions.19 Taking correct measure of the indigenous
commercial legal culture of China and Vietnam is additionally complicated by the
historical exclusion of trade from their legal systems, as well as their tendency to
incorporate foreign law nearly verbatim, such as recent transplants of Western economic
laws.20

Despite their apparent progress without strong legal institutions, Vietnam and China have
embarked on ambitious plans to rebuild their legal systems.21 Many Western aid agencies
hope that the results of these reforms will be two-fold: first, that better legislative drafting
will improve the relevance and economic efficiency of laws22 and, second, that the
resolve to implement and enforce these laws will help establish a cultural acceptance of
the rule of law. On the latter goal, Westerners may be mistaken in viewing the

18

Penelope Nicholson, "Vietnamese Legal Institutions in Comparative Perspective: Contemporary
Constitutions and Courts Considered," in Law, Capitalism and Power in Asia, ed. Kanishka Jayasuriya
(London: Routledge, 1999). 301
19
John Gillespie, "Private Commercial Rights in Vietnam: A Comparative Analysis," Stanford Journal of
International Law 30, no. Summer (1994). 333
20
Jianfu Chen, "Market Economy and the Internationalisation of Civil and Commerical Law in the People's
Republic of China," in Law, Capitalism and Power in Asia, ed. Kanishka Jayasuriya (London: Routledge,
1999). 69
21
John Gillespie, "Law and Development in 'the Market Place': An East Asian Perspective," in Law,
Capitalism and Power in Asia, ed. Kanishka Jayasuriya (London: Routledge, 1999). 118
22

Robert and Anne Seidman of Boston University have done extensive research in the area of legislative
drafting. See “Assessing Legislation: A Manual for Legislators,” (with Ann Seidman, Nalin Abeysekere &
Judy Seidman) at www.bu.edu/law/lawdrafting (2002).
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development of the rule of law in Vietnam and China as a constraint on governmental
power and the expansion of a rights-based system of law. Eastern donors, principally
Japan, and the Vietnamese and Chinese themselves, rather view legal reform through a
socialist, corporatist lens that emphasizes state and Party power and the “close cooperation between government and industry, with only a marginal reliance on universal,
positive law.”23 In China, legal reform may be seen as the “the basis for success in
economic reform,”24 but it has not led, for example, to the establishment of an
independent judiciary. Rule of law is received as rule by law—movement to a more
efficient, accountable government structure, but not the complete subordination of the
Party to the political system it leads. In lieu of transitioning toward democracy, Party
leaders find enveloping the political status quo in an economic policy of “indefinite
liberalization”25 more attractive.26

But even legal reforms aimed at increasing state control and spurring economic growth
have limitations. Vietnam and China confront cultural aversions to law among their
citizens, widespread corruption and defiant regional governments. Fewer than 5% of
businesses in Vietnam that should be licensed are—the vast majority of employment
generation and economic growth exists outside of the state’s legal purview.27 Most

23

Gillespie, "Law and Development in 'the Market Place': An East Asian Perspective." 119
Pitman B. Potter, "Riding the Tiger: Legitimacy and Legal Culture in Post-Mao China," China
Quarterly, no. 138 (1994). 325
25
Brantly Womack, “Asian Communism: Enigma Variations” (University of Virginia, 1993). See Fforde.
12
26
The expression ‘indefinite liberalization’ refers to co-opting the idea of revolutionary struggle from
which the Communist Party gained its legitimacy and applying it to modern economic policy. By insisting
that reforms are never finished, the Party can perpetuate the need for its centralized, authoritative rule.
27
John Gillespie, "Bureaucratic Control of Business Regulation in Vietnam," in Asian Laws through
Australian Eyes, ed. Veronica Taylor (Sydney: LBC Information Services, 1997). 375
24
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businesses still settle disputes without recourse to local or state courts.28 Replacing rule of
bureaucracy with a rule of law does create an opportunity to broaden and deepen political
power within the state and draw businesses into the formal economy, but it also risks
revealing the impotency of these governments, disrupting “the great Chinese political
game of feigned compliance.”29 30The common Vietnamese expression, phep vua thua le
lang, (The king’s law stops at the village gate) writ large to the level of provinces, stateowned enterprises and major cities, underscores the challenge facing government leaders.

In some ways, the issue facing China and Vietnam now is similar to building the legal
infrastructure of the European Union. Respect of sovereignty reflects EU members’
aversion to allowing law to trump national political prerogatives and has required a
delicate, gradual, flexible and consensus-based approach to reform. Likewise, China’s
and Vietnam’s leaders are finding that rule of law is a challenge to the sovereignty of
many kings, both big (the Communist Party) and small (line ministries, businesses and
regions.) Of course, the lack of a well-established legal system compounds this endeavor.

Appreciating the divide between Western conceptions of the rule of law and the specific
cultural and political circumstances of Vietnam and China, it is hard to benchmark their
progress against a Western ideal of legality—all the more reason given the apparent
irrelevance of the Western model in explaining China and Vietnam’s economic
28

John McMillian and Christopher Woodruff, "Dispute Prevention without Courts in Vietnam," The
Journal of Law, Economics, & Organizations 15, no. 3 (1999).
29
Lucian W. Pye, "China: Erratic State, Frustrated Society," Foreign Affairs 69, no. 4 (1990). 56 See also
Lubman.
30
Rule of bureaucracy and rule by law are used interchangeably in this paper. They describe systems of ad
hoc rule making by individual bureaucrats largely unaccountable to formal legal channels. Rule by law
admittedly can comprise a vast administrative state, though the concept implies a consistency of procedure
and level of transparency that constrain individual bureaucratic discretion.
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successes. In the business offices and government ministries of Vietnam and China, the
process of legal reform may appear inchoate, but its idiosyncrasies represent the
foundation on which the future legal progress will be made. In this sense, the
performance of these legal systems may depend “more on the characteristics of the
second-best solutions that emerge, which may involve informal arrangements and
behavior which by-pass inappropriate rules and regulations to establish workable ways of
maintaining orderly business arrangements even in the absence of certainties implied by
the term ‘rule of law.’”31

The complexities of this process are typified by the tenuous development of the legal
profession in China and Vietnam. Once state cadres, lawyers in both countries have
gained a greater degree of autonomy—but instead of being powerful advocates for the
development of a legal system they can populate, freedom has left lawyers in a
professional purgatory.32 They are largely freed from the state, but consequently are often
the object of discrimination, rather than a voice for justice and political reform. Chinese
and Vietnamese societies still view dispute settlement organically—there is nothing
intrinsically compelling about the law and often a neighborhood committee or local work
unit is seen as superior dispute forum to a court. 33 As such, lawyers spend a lot of time
justifying their profession and half-debunking myths that they are predatory
intermediaries between the state and business interests. Their focus on their immediate
31

Mallon. 107 Bergling also writes: “It seems that often the best has not been the enemy of the better. Even
less-than-perfect judicial and administrative constructions have helped to sustain credibility and promote
private enterprise, thanks to the ideological message they convey. It is also certain that if nothing is done
until everything can be done, the entire process would come to a standstill.” 69
32
Based on interviews with lawyers in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City in 2003.
33
Ethan Michelson, "How Much Does Law Matter in Beijing?," in Law and Society Association Annual
Meeting (Vancouver: 2002). 17
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economic welfare, like all other entrepreneurs, has weakened their collective interest in
pushing for the political change necessary for the formalization of a unitary, coherent
system of law.34

Together, the ambiguity about how the law actually functions, widespread corruption,
and the gradualist approach to reform of the Chinese and Vietnamese leadership, have
made some observers skeptical of these counties’ future development. However
seemingly ineffective legal reforms made in the context of a commitment to market
liberalism—the success of which anchors the legitimacy of both Communist parties—
may be the right balance of pace and policy. As Karl Polanyi said, “the rate of change is
often of no less importance than the direction of change itself.”35 The Chinese and
Vietnamese often point to the Soviet Union’s collapse and subsequent instability as
reason for reform caution in both speed and direction.36

This thesis explores the legal reform experiences of Vietnam and China, with particular
emphasis on legal initiatives undertaken after 1992. The intent is to articulate how law is
understood and used in these societies as it relates to private enterprise and, more
broadly, whether China and Vietnam are on course to achieving a rule of law as defined

34

Ethan Michelson, “Unhooking from the State: Chinese Lawyers in Transition” (University of Chicago,
2003).
35
Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation: The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1957). 36-37 Polanyi was discussing the inability of the English Parliament to constrain land
grabbing by country lords in Tudor England. Whereas some saw the anti-enclosure legislation as a failure,
he pointed to its success in slowing the rate of transgressions. The direction of progress may be difficult to
guide, but the government’s role in economic life lies in managing the “relative rates of change and
adjustment.” The case of China and Vietnam are a mix of private enterprise running beyond the bounds of
government control and, conversely, the ability of the government to firmly, and detrimentally, intervene
on certain issues.
36
Based on interviews in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City 2003.
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by the international community. The paper is divided into five main sections. The first
discusses the theory and history of law that informs the unique legal culture of each
country. These theories are then viewed through the development of Chinese and
Vietnamese constitutions and legal reforms from post-independence in Vietnam (1945)
and the Communist take over in China (1949) until the present. The second section
focuses on each country’s transition from a socialist command economy and the role of
imported laws and customs in that process. The third evaluates the socialist notion of
judicial independence and how it is understood within each society. The fourth looks at
administrative culture and its attitude toward business, as well as specific administrative
reforms aimed at increasing government accountability. The fifth looks at the role of
lawyers in the economic and legal development process. The conclusion focuses on the
future uncertainty of legal reform. While China and Vietnam are sailing two of the fastest
ships in the world economy, below deck an impossibly productive mutiny prevents these
countries from making the rule of law a reason for their success.

Overview of Chinese and Vietnamese legal cultures and their influences
The number of legal influences that inform the current understanding of socialist law in
Vietnam and China are extensive. At its base, there is the shared foundation in Confucian
thought, a hierarchal system of values founded on li (ritual), ren (benevolence) and tian
(heaven) in the 4th century B.C. in China. Vietnam was considered a province of China
until 939 A.D., and was subsequently ruled for many centuries following Chinese
traditions. In Confucianism, li is the most important and emphasizes filial devotion and
counsels that “society should not be regulated by laws, but by the internalization of

14

certain ethical principles of conduct on the part of each individual.”37 In this sense, the
need for law as organizing principle represents a tear in the fabric of Chinese society,
whereas Western philosophy places law as the rational foundation for a society’s
advancement.

These Confucian beliefs evolved into ‘Political Confucianism,’ which advocated for an
emperor and class of beneficent scholars controlling a centralized, bureaucratic state.38
This cultural inheritance proved amenable to the establishment of Communist states that
shared an interest in the placing values, policy and obligation above a system of law or
rights. In Vietnam, “links between socialism and traditional concepts also allowed the
leadership to invoke traditional sanctions for socialist policies.”39 Although
Confucianism avoided issues of law and commerce, the extent to which its principles
were co-opted may have influenced economic success as much as it solidified political
power. Japanese Confucianism focused on the value of “strict indebtedness to favors,” for
example, while Chinese Confucianism emphasized ideas with less economic applicability
such as “benevolence.”40

Neo-liberal economic theory posits that as the size and complexity of a marketplace
grows, so too does the need for comprehensive, transparent and reliable legal
mechanisms to govern dispute resolution and bankruptcy, among numerous other aspects
37

Bergling. 46
Ibid. 47
39
Ibid. 54
40
Alexander Woodside, "Exalting the Latecomer State: Intellectuals and the State During the Chinese and
Vietnamese Reforms," in Transforming Asian Socialism: China and Vietnam Compared, ed. Benedict J.
Tria Kerkvliet Anita Chan, Jonathan Unger (Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1999). 34 Woodside
compares the religious and economic effects of splits in Confucianism to the deviation of European
Protestantism from Catholicism.
38
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of business. It assumes a separation of public and private law, constitutionally protected
rights and equitable, independent courts. The Chinese and Vietnamese carry a different
conception of market rules and state involvement. Max Weber, in his study of Chinese
culture, noted that while wealth has always been exalted in Confucianism, its creation
was viewed differently than in the West.41 “Whereas Puritanism objectified everything
and turned it into a rational enterprise, all communal action [in China] remained engulfed
in and conditioned by purely personal, above all, kinship relations.”42 Weber argued that
the “political capitalism” seemingly inherent to countries such as China and Vietnam
would nonetheless be unable to reach “an advanced level of capital accumulation”43
without attendant changes in their legal cultures.44

In Vietnam, French occupation through the 19th and 20th centuries did little to instill a
broader reception to the value of law. With Vietnamese collaborators, the French used
their power under the pretext of legal mandates to confiscate land and property in order to
create a more productive export colony. The exploitative use of law, and the subsequent
adoption of the Napoleonic Code, did little to convey an appreciation of the intrinsic
value of law to the Vietnamese. The French belief in the universality and superiority of
its laws, meant that colonialists, struggling with cultural adversity, were expected to find

41

John Love, "Max Weber's Orient," in The Cambridge Companion to Weber, ed. Stephen Turner
(Cambridge University Press, 2000). 178
42
Max Weber, Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism (Free Press, 1964). 241
43
Jayasuriya. 9
44
Weber cautioned, however, that law was an organizational necessity, but not a causal element of
economic development. According to Bergling, “Weber’s analysis underlines the fact that modern law does
not produce economic development, it merely helps structure the free market, and that modern law does not
bring about political development, it merely supports the centralized bureaucratic state which depends for
its legitimacy on a belief that its decisions are rational.” Bergling. 17-18
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the right legal answer to any local problem through “simple exegesis”45 of the Code. No
efforts were made to incorporate or recognize Vietnamese laws or customs. Only a small
percentage of elite Vietnamese were directly affected by the French occupation, but the
French did found a law school and train legal scholars who would come to power after
the country’s independence.

In 1955, the Vietnamese officially threw out most of the French civil law administrative
structures and made it illegal to practice traditional or colonial law. The government by
then had incorporated the core principles of socialist legal thinking: socialist legality
(interchanging policy for law by the Party), democratic centralism (uniform application
of policy through a centralized Party-state) and collective mastery (subverting
individualism and class). The perpetuation of these doctrines have created a particular
conception of law in Vietnam: “First, law is not above the state, but rather emanates from
the state. As an extreme manifestation of legal positivism, there is no space in socialist
legality for customary rules or natural rights. Secondly, the party and the state possess
prerogative powers to substitute policy for law…Thirdly, the central ‘party leads’ the
state and society. Fourthly, individual rights give way to the collective good.”46 Socialism
was originally focused on owning the means of production to safeguard worker interests,
but now, with increasing industry privatization47 and foreign direct investment, such

45

Ibid. 50
John Gillespie, "Continuity and Change in Vietnamese 'Socialist' Legal Thinking," in Law and
Governance: Socialist Transforming Vietnam Conference (2002). 7
47
In Vietnam, the government still avoids using the privatization or ‘private sector’ terminology. It prefers
the term ‘equitization.’
46
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abstraction resists meaningful definition.48 “Goals are now becoming accepted as slogans,
while their real content is becoming more vague.”49

Bergling writes that “the epithet ‘socialist’ serves to legitimize the obligation to obey the
law, because unlike a law in a capitalist state, a law in a socialist state is seen to exist in
the just interest of all people, and as such should be obeyed.”50 It is an emphasis on rule
by law, “meaning that state organs are bound by legislation and that citizens are assured
that their economic rights will be upheld as long as they follow the rules.”51 In China,
socialist law—not withstanding Mao’s contempt—has had a similarly utilitarian value.
As Chinese jurist Zhang Youyo wrote about the role of law in China: “Socialist
democracy and the legal system [fazhi, sometimes translated as ‘Rule of Law’] are
inseparable; both of them are [to be used] to consolidate socialist economic bases and to
enhance socialist development. At present, they are powerful tools for promoting the
Four Modernizations. Neither of them is an end but both of them are means.”52 Law is
seen as ‘policy plus,’ a more effective tool—by virtue of its seeming rationality and
universality—for implementing the goals of the Party.53 As Gillespie concludes, “law
facilitates, but never constrains power.”54

Despite the surge of new legislation in both countries, the bundling of law-making and
interpretative powers remains a crucial element of these socialist governments. The
48

Gillespie, "Continuity and Change in Vietnamese 'Socialist' Legal Thinking." 2
Bergling. 15
50
Ibid. 53
51
Ibid. 103 Abstract
52
Chen. 71
53
Ibid. 72
54
Gillespie, "Continuity and Change in Vietnamese 'Socialist' Legal Thinking." 7 The same observation is
often made of the role of law governing the use of force in the international arena.
49
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virtues of an independent judiciary, the foundation of the rule of law model, have not
impressed the Chinese and Vietnamese leadership. Socialist law is an extension of state
policy; modifying the law or striking it down is seen as the natural prerogative of the
author, whether the government or Party, not an independent entity. In Vietnam, “the
judicial system itself often seems to favor compromise, ad hoc bargaining and reliance on
superior authorities before formalized decision making under law.”55 Like water that can
simultaneously exist as a solid, liquid and gas at the right temperature and pressure,56
power in these countries moves among states—political, legal or coercive—with natural
fluidity.

At present, China and Vietnam are both socialist countries with civil law infrastructures.
They have no constitutional courts, and administrative law—once completely
unaccountable, but now more exposed to individual and business grievances—plays a
major role in the management of their societies. Common law influences are increasing
both from the importation of commercial codes from the United States, for example, but
also in a gradual shift to a more adversarial approach to court hearings that emphasizes
the role of lawyers. (This is opposed to the inquisitorial tradition associated with civil law
systems, which focuses on the primacy of the state and the judge in the management of
court procedure and investigations.) These trends have given China and Vietnam an
outward looking legal orientation that sees progress in the mimicry of other legal models
rather than the codification of their own commercial customs. In the 1960s, Vietnamese
55

Bergling. 160
This equilibrium is called a triple point. For water, it is at 0.01 Celsius with a pressure of 4.56 mm Hg. It
is a rarely observed phenomenon except in skating: the pressure of a single blade turns ice into a slick film
of water (with a negligible change in temperature). Two bladed skates, like the Vietnamese suspicion of
political pluralism, usually fail to exact enough focused pressure to melt the ice and move forward.

56
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leaders dismissed “indigenous business culture as sub-optimal or non-existent”57 in favor
of direct legal borrowing from the Soviet Union. Since the 1987 Law on Foreign
Investment, its commercial law has also been largely derived from Western and East
Asian sources.58 To the chagrin of some international observers, legal reform in China
and Vietnam seems to mean submitting complex, rights-based foreign laws to the vague
exigencies of “socialist legality,” while paying lip service to the importance of
developing law with strong “Chinese characteristics”59 or “national characteristics” in
Vietnam. For example, espoused freedoms of expression or economic activity must
always comply with the ‘state’s interest,’ a concept under constant revision by the Party.

The durability of China and Vietnam’s reform strategies is ultimately a matter of trust. If
their Parties can fuel economic growth by curbing corruption and arbitrary rule-making,
they can preserve the perceived legitimacy of blurring the boundaries of politics, law and
business.60 If these problems cannot be solved, the fusion of law and politics means that
an economic slump or rampant corruption represents a structural failure in the
architecture of the political system, not just the policies of the governing party.61 It would
be the failure of the Party apparatus as a benevolent “super family”62 in the Confucian
sense. Both Parties have come back from the brink of destruction before, but each has
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only partially embraced the spirit of legal reform. For the sake of economic prosperity,
they are intent on strengthening the legitimacy of their newly built legal institutions—
provided that every chamber has an escape hatch.

History of Vietnamese Legal Thought
In August 1945, Ho Chi Minh led the national uprising that he had been preparing for
most of his life. In the power vacuum left by the Japanese capitulation in Indochina and
the disarray of the French colonial regime, Ho Chi Minh’s Viet Minh (Alliance for the
Independence of Vietnam) gained control of the entire country. The following month, the
communist revolutionary and ally of the Soviet Union gave his famous Declaration of
Independence speech in Ba Dinh Square.63 Perhaps fittingly, he used excerpts from the
liberation texts of two enemies Vietnam would subsequently engage and defeat, quoting
France’s Declaration of Human and Citizen Rights and the United States’ Declaration of
Independence. Since his days as political activist in Europe in the early 1920s, Ho Chi
Minh had believed that after independence, Vietnam would only thrive under a
democratic government that respected the rule of law. 64 After World War I, he had
advocated for “reform of the justice system in Indochina by allowing domestic people to
enjoy the same legal protection as European people…the replacement of government by
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order with government by law” and, more empathically, “May the Law—this Holy
God—be reigning and a constitution be made for Vietnam.”65

After victory in 1945, Ho Chi Minh’s most immediate tasks were a “democratic
constitution” and a general election “giving the right to general voting and selfnomination to all citizens reaching the age of eighteen with no discrimination as to sex,
wealth, religion, race.”66 In January 1946, open elections, which included anti-communist
candidates, were held and a multiparty People’s Parliament was elected. By November,
Vietnam had adopted its first Constitution.67 Given the current attention to rule of law in
transitional and post-conflict countries, Vietnam’s experience is notable not only for its
expediency, but its pluralistic idealism. The 1946 Constitution purported rights and
protections that liberal, Western democracies would easily recognize: Women had equal
rights with men. Citizens had freedom of speech, publication, association and meeting;
free emigration within and outside the country; free compulsory primary education. The
Constitution’s preamble emphasized national independence and friendship with
communist states, but not integration. Like the nascent United States’ aversion to
entangling alliances, Ho Chi Minh sought to “maximize the appeal of the revolution both
internationally and domestically.”68
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The revolutionary government had a formal separation of powers, not on the horizontal
plane of checks and balances familiar to the West, but an asymmetrical structure that
placed the People’s Parliament as the highest authority. The Parliament elected the
government and the government appointed judges charged to “abide by law alone.”69 But
soon after the establishment of the Vietnamese government, the French invigorated their
campaign to reoccupy the country. The period from 1946-1958 was messy and chaotic
for Vietnam’s institutional development, as security issues eclipsed the ideals laid out in
the 1946 Constitution. At a more theoretical level, the Viet Minh’s continued fight for
survival combined anti-colonialism and the Soviet education of many leaders into a
political orientation that considerably reduced the sanctity of the law.70 In particular,
Soviet and Chinese communist ideology began to infuse the political designs of the
Vietnamese leadership. Due to Vietnam’s strong political allegiance to the Soviet Union,
many Soviet laws and institutions were transplanted directly, only to be unofficially
modified or disregarded by the Vietnamese as culture and context required.71 This
interpretive pragmatism has nurtured a culture of “discretionary anarchy”72 in Vietnam
that often makes the idea of following the letter of the law more foreign than foreign laws
themselves.

During the 1950s, the legal system was largely comprised of Special Courts to prosecute
disloyalty to the regime based on landholding status and Military Courts that tried and
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punished traitors of the regime.73 The Vietnamese Workers Party shifted policies often
and disrupted long standing practices, such as commercial trading and land holding, all of
which made legal interpretation and enforcement either impossible or arbitrary—“an aura
of wild improvisation suffused the entire scene.”74 A retired Vietnamese judge, reflecting
on the independence of the courts during this period, put it differently: “Courts had
independence and within that independence also had good relationships with other
organs. The same as today.”75 The ad hoc legal system developed under the 1946
Constitution remained until the French capitulated at Dien Bien Phu in 1958 and Vietnam
became a divided country. However, the courts’ tendency to deliberate with other
government branches is a phenomenon that has persisted in all subsequent legal
transformations.

The 1959 Constitution emphasized North Vietnam’s transition to socialism, more
explicitly crediting and aligning the achievements of government with the Vietnamese
Workers’ Party and focusing on “democratic revolutions” aimed at building a socialist
state.76 It also set up the architecture for Vietnam’s current legal system. In 1960, the Law
on the Organization of the People’s Court established the Supreme Peoples Court and its
lower and appellate courts. The State Prosecutors Office was also formally established at
this time. The 1980 Constitution formalized Vietnam’s unification and its transformation
into a socialist state, both in its duplication of Soviet ideology and the renaming of the
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country as the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Famine, bureaucratic corruption and
economic decline in the 1980s eventually forced the Party to reevaluate its governance
strategy. Party leaders began to recognize that governance based on moral exhortations
and communitarian economic policies was failing.

In 1986, Vietnam embarked on its doi moi reform agenda, acknowledging its intention to
move toward a market-oriented economy.77 The main focus was on economic policy
reforms, but in 1989 and 1990 the Party also commissioned numerous studies to
reconsider the role of law in the context of the Party and its socialist ideals. The 1991
Seventh Party Congress of the Vietnam Communist Party acknowledged these
deliberations in its introduction of ‘nha nuoc phap quyen,’ or “law-based state.”78 The
Party also dropped its “dictatorship of the proletariat” maxim for the more verbose,
though more progressive, “socialist state of the people, by the people, for the people on
the basis of the alliance of the class of workers, of the class of peasants and the
intellectuals.”79 The Eighth Party Congress found a more economic phrasing with
“Socialist Rule of Law State.”80 This transformation shares a legal taxonomy with the
Russian concept of ‘Pravovue gosudarstvo’ and the German principle of ‘Rechstaat’ both
of which emphasize the state as the only source of law and that the state be bound by its
laws.81 However, the Vietnamese version does not accentuate the depoliticization of the
legal system inherent in Rechstaat. ‘Nha nuoc phap quyen’ literally translates as ‘rule of
77
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law’, but is understood more as state legal rights, the obligation to conform to the rules of
the Party leadership without differentiating “between the sources of law, their form or
content.”82

The reassessment of the role of law in Vietnam culminated with the adoption of the 1992
Constitution, a document that in form and substance reflects many of the political values
set forth in the 1946 Constitution. However, the 1992 Constitution describes the direction
of the Party and relative importance of political institutions more than defining any
specific legal reforms.83 The chapter on courts, for example, was kept largely intact from
the 1980 Constitution.84 The 1992 Constitution did subtly reduce the unchecked power of
Party in Vietnam’s governance structure, but its influence still infuses all aspects of the
legal system. The 1980 Constitution states that “all organizations of the Party operate
under the Constitution,” while Art. 4 of the 1992 Constitution adds "under the
Constitution and the law.”85 Article 12 of the 1992 Constitution states: “the State governs
the society by the law, and continuously strengthens the socialist legality. All state
institutions, economic and social organizations, units of the people’s armed forces and all
citizens shall strictly abide by the Constitution and the law…All activities infringing the
interest of the state, [and] legitimate rights and interest of collective or individual
citizens, shall be handled in compliance with the law.”86
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However, the Party’s legal studies of 1990 emphasized that while ‘bourgeoisie’ rule of
law, with its attendant focus on independence and transparency, grew out of the fight
against feudalism, socialist rule of law derives from a desire to advance Vietnamese
society and protect the central role of the Party. As the Party has stated: “The Communist
Party of Vietnam is the political force leading the whole [political] system…That is an
historical inevitability in Vietnam…We do not accept the multiparty or pluralistic
concept both theoretically and practically…that explains that a democratic society be
identical with the existence of oppositional political parties challenging the leading
authority of the communist part…Reform of the political system should absolutely not
touch on the fundamental and decisive issue which is the sole leading role of the
Communist Party of Vietnam.”87 Despite this unequivocal tone, in some ways the Party
has nonetheless tacitly decided to limit the use of ideological mandates in lieu of law, if
only as a mechanism of self-preservation and increased accountability within its
country’s increasingly diverse marketplace.

History of Chinese Legal Thought
Like the Vietnamese, the Chinese flirted with the appeal of rule of law when the
Communists took power in 1949.88 The 1954 People’s Republic of China (PRC)
Constitution established legal institutions and procedures for the consistent application of
new laws.89 The term ‘rule of law’ was referenced in these early years, mostly as a way to
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formalize party policy, but even this was eventually rejected under Mao Zedong, who
went so far as to “praise ‘lawlessness’ as something good and positive for society and
humanity.”90 The extreme politics of Mao’s Anti-Leftist Campaign, the Great Leap
Forward and Cultural Revolution, in addition to the tremendous loss of life, also
eliminated any semblance of a legal order in China.

In a departure from the principle of equality before the law expressed in the 1954
Constitution, the Maoist period emphasized a class struggle in which socio-economic
status defined one’s legal rights and obligations.91 Private enterprise was heavily
restricted during the Great Leap Forward, briefly given leeway in the early 1960s, and
then attacked again during the Cultural Revolution. The rapid response to these policies
could be viewed as indication of their popular acceptance, though more likely reflected
alternating states of terror and cautious opportunism on the part of entrepreneurs.
Throughout this period government policy and law shifted beneath Mao’s commands and
fully eradicated any expectation of calculability or protection among private parties.

The turning point came soon after Mao’s death. In 1978 Deng Xiaoping, a Long Marcher
and former Secretary General who had been purged from the party for his opposition to
the Great Leap Forward, consolidated power and initiated China’s Four Modernizations
economic development program. This change in direction, officially announced by Deng
at the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
also marked the country’s revived focus on legality. The 1982 Constitution upheld the
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principle of equality as the Party leadership—now focused on the need to drive
development—had concluded the need for class struggle had passed.92 This ideological
shift had subtle, but profound effects on the understanding of law in China. Judicial
decisions now use the concept of legal equality to protect the right to freely conduct
business. But Chinese law always comes with a limited warranty. For example, in
business the principle of legal equality is understood to be subservient to the principle of
labor discipline: the corporate hierarchy in China often creates a rights-free zone for
employees—no collective bargaining or organizing is allowed.93 Likewise, the
supremacy of state interest always trumps the constitutional grant of legal equality.94

Given the political focus on issues of justice and social welfare in China, it is interesting
that the shift toward the development of a legal system has strongly emphasized
formalism at the expense of fairness or equity.95 Following the French Revolution, the
French Civil Code evoked a similar focus on literalism and the de-emphasis on judicial
legal interpretation that was a reaction to the abusive use of law by the magistrates. In the
Chinese case, though, literalism seems strangely both a response to past legal
manipulation and the protection of current interests by the same ruling party—all while
contorting the core values of the socialist canon. Chinese labor regulations that
effectively permit worker exploitation are often maintained on the basis of the strict letter
of the law. Most citizens have not seen many immediate benefits from China’s new legal
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conceptions; rather the legal vocabulary paints old double standards with a new luster of
legal propriety. For example, the discipline of Party members is conducted outside of the
legal system; it is now justified by the use of an ‘inspection system’ that looks like law,
but just happens to be above it.96

Deng’s revival of legality reached an early nadir when the suppression of the Tiananmen
Square riots was justified as a simple violation of the law and necessary imposition of
martial law.97 This quelled open discussion about the role of law in Chinese society for a
brief period. However, in 1992 Deng made his famous visit to several economic zones in
southern China and was evidently more enthused by the promises of the market economy.
In 1992, the CCP’s 14th Party Congress announced an ambitious program to develop “an
adequate legislative framework for a socialist market economy.”98 This event galvanized
the discussion of legal reform in China among politicians and scholars, though every
positive legal trend seems to have an equally strong drawback. Deng emphasized more
pragmatism in the legal reform process. “Legal provisions will inevitably be rough to
start with…[but] it is better to have some laws than none, and have them sooner than
later.”99 But the legislation that ensued accumulated like snow, and often was shoveled
away just the same. Chinese scholars even discussed the “beneficial breaches of the
Constitution” in the cases of granting land use rights and allowing private enterprises to
operate before constitutional amendments permitted these actions in 1988.100 Law
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breaking in furtherance of Party economic policy seems to be a virtuous necessity, but
one that reduces consistency or respect for the law. Emphasizing formalism and
compliance has been one response, though this has more often been premature or misused, thus perpetuating the impression of law as being oppressive, irrelevant, but seldom
useful for Chinese entrepreneurs.

The dark side of the universal enthusiasm in China for the rule of law discourse may be
the realization by the Party leadership of just how far the country is from realizing the
concept. “Leaders call so strenuously for the rule of law precisely because flagrant
violations of the rule of law have been so frequent and extensive.”101 President Jiang
Zemin, Deng’s successor, continued market legal reforms, but also emphasized the strict,
perhaps selective, application of law to clean up the corruption economic liberalization
has spawned. Numerous other problems remain, from defining the legal status of the
Party itself to the confusing application of socialist legality on a civil law system of
imported commercial laws argued by a rising class of lawyers with the professional
disposition of common law practitioners. The law in China—as manifested in courts,
contracts, rights and obligations—is increasingly a part of business, much more so than in
Vietnam, but it is still limited. It is being wedged between an already operating market
economy and the tight political control of the Party, hardly an ideal setting to nurture the
idealism inherent in the rule of law concept.
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The Internationalization of Chinese and Vietnamese Law
Convinced of the necessity of legal reform for political legitimization and economic
growth, China and Vietnam have become more receptive to incorporating or modifying
foreign laws within their domestic legal systems. This trend is partly strategic, as the
adoption of Western laws, particularly evident in China, is seen as a way to integrate its
economy with its trading partners.102 The phenomenon of legal transplantation also
reflects the political urgency of reform, and the simple lack of government resources to
deduce domestic analogs for already drafted foreign laws on investment, competition,
and other business issues. As Bergling writes of Vietnam:
“It is cheap and easy to conform to the standard prescription, but costly and
difficult to consider the unique premises at hand. This position is especially
marked where the political and economic incentives for feedback between
legislative initiatives and the situation in the ‘real world’ are weak or
absent…While Vietnamese foreign investment laws have been continuously
modified to correspond to the expectations of critical investors and foreign
commentators, other crucial legal and regulatory instruments, particularly in
the area of administrative law, have been afforded much less attention.”103
In the late 1970s, China began to rebuild its legal system following Mao’s reign. Since
law had been perverted as an arbitrary political tool or simply ignored, the country had
little to work with when it began its “open door” policy.104 By default, it looked outside
its borders for inspiration. As Chen writes:
In the West, legal institutions grew up side by side with the market economy
in a spontaneous and gradual process of evolutionary change, while in
contemporary China, legal as well as economic reforms have been pushed
through by the state in a top-down direction…This means that legal
modernization in China has to a significant extent been an exercise in legal
102
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transplant, accompanied by the persistent problem of a gap between local
social reality and the imported legal doctrines and norms.105
Initially, this was a rather surreptitious inquest as there was still strong ideological
opposition to foreign elements in Chinese society. Legal transplants were either
unattributed or had their adoption justified by the “socialist nature” of the new law.106
The 1982 drafting of the Constitution followed the detailed study of 35 country
constitutions and the adoption, in 1986, of the General Principles of Civil Law, “follows
the German model exactly.”107 In 1987, China decided that it was at a “primary stage” of
socialism, and more overtly began importing specific laws as “certain capitalistic aspects
were useful for advancing socialism.”108 Foreign laws are now seen not as ideological
threat to class structure, but rather a culturally neutral “scientific management system”109
that could build the Chinese socialist economy. This pragmatic turn around was actually
accompanied by extensive academic and public debates in China, particularly on the
adoption of its corporate law reform, while similar enactments occurred in Vietnam
“virtually unchronicled,”110 underlining an interesting difference in the political and
cultural atmosphere surrounding legal reform in the two countries.

Both China and Vietnam have taken a somewhat atomistic approach to law, believing
that the isolation of specific Western laws deemed necessary for market development and
regulation can be spliced into their legal culture and take root. Critics of this approach
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cite the “law of the non-transferability of law” and say that it is the culture in which a law
is originally enacted that gives the law its desired qualities, not just the logic of its
language. Nonetheless, this pick-and-choose approach has gained wide currency among
both government leaders and multilateral agencies such as the IMF, WTO and World
Bank, who seem to share an interest in pursuing “legal harmonization strategies designed
to transmogrify domestic capitalist laws (especially those of the United States) into global
legal templates. Underlying this vision of global equivalence and convergence is the
assumption that legal transplants no longer convey national culture from one society to
another, but rather, function as a series of technical adjustments between legal
systems.”111This policy approach is also very reflective of the broader American belief in
the ability of idealism and rationality to overcome any historical impediments to
reform.112

While the incorporation of foreign laws in China and Vietnam has created an appealing
facsimile of legal convergence for those advising and involved in the drafting and
adoption of these laws, their effects have been disparate. The distance between this
philosophy and reality can be seen in Vietnam’s efforts to envelop that 95% of extra-legal
private businesses into the formal sector. This began in 1990 with the Company Law and
was further modified in 2000 with the Enterprise Law. The Company Law established
that investors would share profit and loss proportionally to their investment; shareholders
111
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were not personally liable for company debts; companies can enter into legal contracts
and own assets, among other basic provisions.113 The 46 articles of the Company Law
were expanded with more technical and comprehensive rules on corporate governance in
the 134 article Enterprise Law. Vietnamese government researchers and businesses both
feared that the complexity of the Enterprise Law would dissuade managers from
participating and stymie ill-trained judges, but foreign aid funding (in excess of $100
million) conditional on a thorough treatment of corporate law ultimately proved
persuasive.114

However the implementation of these corporate governance rules has done little to
change the nature of commercial activity or government conduct in Vietnam. Ten years
of the Company resulted in only some 26,000 businesses registering and although the
elimination of many burdensome licenses in the Enterprise Law drew a spike in
registration, this dropped significantly a year after the law’s enactment. This trend is in
contrast to China, where, in the year following the enactment of its 1993 National
Companies Law, registered companies jumped from 486,700 to 1,448,000; accounting
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for population differences, eight years after Vietnam’s Company Law there were 60%
fewer companies than in China one year after its company law went into effect.115

Two-thirds of all large companies in Vietnam (more than 100 employees) are still family
run with invested capital from formal channels of less than 10%.116 The main reasons for
officially establishing a business has been to protect the investment of family owners as
they bring in more non-family employees and/or to facilitate beneficial relations with
state bureaucrats. This may seem to support the correlation of market development and
legality, but a different explanation may refute this theory. For example, in the Ho Chi
Minh City clothing industry, many family businesses incorporated with the Company
Law in the 1990s, but by 1998 the trend reversed:
…as the textile market grew in size and competitiveness, the capacity of state
officials to influence commercial decision making decreased. This in turn
meant that retired officials and others hired to constrain state economic
management became less useful, and were eventually jettisoned. Released
from the need to protect capital from non-family managers, corporate
structures became less beneficial.117
This phenomenon illustrates the misleading effect of imported legal norms on the
part of both government bureaucrats and foreign legal aid advisors. What seems
like the trappings of commercial legality can in fact be driven by very different
considerations than those presupposed by reformers. In the Ho Chi Minh City
case, company registration laws intended to facilitate business growth served as a
convenient and temporary means of political risk insurance. The formalization of
legal relationships was a new strategy in an old game of collusion and antagonism
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between businesses and the government. The reforms may well have been a factor
in the advancement of individual companies and the overall success of the
clothing industry, but they arguably had a negligible effect on institutionalizing
any incentives for legal business incorporation. Again, the utility of law was seen
vertically, in its ability to improve state-business relations, rather than as a
requirement to compete effectively in the market.

Similar to business incorporation, in the area of contracts, the usual supposition is that as
the marketplace grows in complexity, the transaction costs of contracting through
informal, social networks become prohibitive. There has been an increase in the
formalization of contracts among Vietnamese businesses, but this trend does not directly
indicate the development of a rule of law or a legal mindset within the business
community. Imported contract forms in Vietnam are not used as they are in the Western
economies. Firstly, a written contract in Vietnam does not invoke any credible legal
threat if it is violated, since judicial processes are widely seen as burdensome,
inconsistent and corrupt.118 A business adversary would more likely smirk, rather than
fret, at the threat of a lawsuit. In China, entrepreneurs have attempted to “resist regime
intrusion into commercial relationships through contract provisions detailing how
specific transactions might be adjusted if changes in governing policies threaten their
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validity or performance.”119 Contracts can actually be a protection from the legal system
itself, not a reliance on its benefits.120

Despite government exhortations to the contrary, most Vietnamese contracts do not
include any mention of dispute resolution or remedies for breach. It is assumed that any
issues will be negotiated amicably in order to preserve the business relationship.121
Securing restitution can be protracted and in a form peripheral to the actual contract, such
as assurances of preferential trading terms in the future. Written contracts can help
establish facts, but the resolution of disputes is still governed by custom. In many ways,
the formalization of contracts represents a gradual codification of Vietnamese lex
mercatoria — the established practices of businesses operating in a marketplace of
dubious legal construction. Another advantage of written contracts for businesses is that,
being loosely based on the terms of Vietnam’s new Civil Code and Commercial Law, it
affords the imprimatur of legitimacy with lesser known clients and partners. Its function
is part documentary and part symbol of status and sophistication among successful firms
in Vietnam—like a jacket requirement at a fine restaurant. Although written contracts
may never see a court room, their existence conveys a seriousness of purpose and has
proved effective in galvanizing informal community sanctions against transgressors.122
Larger firms also find contracts and legal terminology useful as a bargaining lever among
government ministers. When permitting obstacles are encountered, for example, well
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crafted documents can help businesses find a high level ‘sponsor’ to use their legal
argument to force a political solution at lower bureaucratic levels.123 Bureaucrats, rarely
able to keep apace of the rapidly changing legal and policy environment, are often
amenable to being handed reasonable legal justifications, particularly if they provide a
bulwark to hide quid pro quos or bribes.

The exact nature of this dynamic varies widely among civil servants and government
departments, as the growing complexity of law in Vietnam has made business dealings
with the government significantly slower (becoming paralyzed with uncertainty about
what the law actually requires) or faster (viewing the law notionally). As one foreign
lawyer in Vietnam said, “if you use political connections, then the right calls can turn
things around immediately, as opposed to the U.S., where you would be filing endless
briefs and motions.”124 Throughout all of this, however, the law seems to function as an
ad hoc supplement to customary business and political transactions that does not change
the calculability or enforceability of contracts among unfamiliar parties—ostensibly the
main point of formalizing contracts—and actually preserves the fragmented, unequal
system of deals and settlements that originally inspired the legal reforms.125 Even in areas
where law seems to have gained some traction and legitimacy, the results may constitute
something far short of the rule of law. In China, the guiding principles in the adoption of
foreign laws are instrumentalism, utilitarianism and authoritarianism126—a reform
philosophy that views government-business issues as a technical problem; imported law
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is a set of reigns needed, as the Chinese expression says, because “when riding a tiger it
is difficult to dismount.”127

Judicial Independence in Vietnam
By any Western yardstick, Vietnam does not have a strong tradition of judicial
independence. At the political level, there are strong ties between courts and all
government entities. At the ideological level, the Communist Party asks every judge to
uphold its interests and the principles of the state above all else. For those wedded to the
idea of courts sealed off from external influence, this kind of cross-ventilation in the
court room gives them significant misgivings about the ability of judges to process cases
independently based on the law. The Vietnamese government has acknowledged the
system’s shortcomings and instituted a series of recent reforms in 2000 and 2002.
However, the focus on judicial independence is a cautious step in pulling the courts away
from the Ministry of Justice, but not intended to curb the courts’ interactions with other
branches of government or their ultimate subservience to the dictates of the Communist
Party.128

In addition to an updated 1992 ordinance, the 2002 Law on the Organization of the
People’s Courts and the 2002 Ordinance on Judges and People’s Assessors, the Politburo
of the VCP issued Resolution 8, On Forthcoming Principle Judiciary Tasks.129
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Resolutions are the main policy directives of the Vietnamese Communist Party and are
intended to guide the subsequent legislative agenda of the National Assembly. Resolution
8 asserts the primacy of the Party in the administration of the courts and all other judicial
bodies, such as the police, investigators and prosecutors, while also advocating for the
independence of the courts. Gillespie describes the court’s position as being under Party
leadership, but above Party interference130—an elusive line of discretion by any measure.

Following the 1959 to 1960 court reforms, the National Assembly elected the Chief
Judge of the Supreme People’s Court, and that court’s standing committee appointed the
remaining Supreme People’s Court judges. All other lower court judges were elected by
local People’s Committees. In later years, the President was given authority to appoint all
judges except for the Chief Judge, whom the President nominated for approval by the
National Assembly. Recent reforms have restricted Presidential appointments to the
Supreme People’s Court and given the Supreme People’s Court the power to appoint all
judges at lower court levels.131 More than 90% of judges are members of the CPV and
Resolution 8 preserves this policy effect. The CPV vets judicial appointments by
requiring applicants to submit a ‘political theory diploma’ that can only be granted by the
Party’s National Political Academy to Party members or candidates to be members. The
purpose of the diploma is to demonstrate that candidates have been “trained in politics
and strongly to implement judicial responsibility and to protect against the phenomenon
of ‘mechanical and simple legalism, non-politics.”132 It is interesting that in civil law
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countries generally, a focus on legalism and strict interpretation of law is the expectation
of judges, but here is seemingly something to be avoided.

The Party decides which cases to bring to trial and, in some cases, how they will be
decided. Nicholson writes that “senior Party functionaries of the court and procuracy
usually meet with judges responsible for trials and ‘together’ they resolve how cases are
to be determined.”133 Many lawyers in Vietnam describe situations of suspect conduct,
procedure or outcome, but it is not always clear to what extent Party interests were
relevant or if it was simply bribery among some participants.134

In Vietnam, the Supreme Court, State Prosecutor and the Government all have equal
constitutional status under the National Assembly.135 There is a balance of power, but it
functions under the weight of the National Assembly and the Party apparatus. There are
three levels of courts: Supreme, Provincial and County with seven types: military,
criminal, civil, economic, labor, administrative and an appeals court. Just as the National
Assembly sits above the Supreme Court, the Provincial and County Peoples Courts are
subservient to their respective Peoples Committees, as well as the Supreme People’s
Court. Funding for the lower courts comes from the Supreme Court and the Government.
In addition, judges are only appointed to a five year term, open to renewal by consensus
of a sub-committee of the local Peoples Committee. 136 The required unanimity makes
judges especially parochial in their outlook. Recent court reforms have also made judges
133
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personally responsible for legal “correctness” of their decisions. This ostensibly was
meant to increase professionalism and accountability, but making judges responsible for a
legal system replete with gaps and contradictions may risk increasing their penchant for
discretely accommodating private and political interests.

At the central level, Party oversight on legal matters is more overt. Former ViceChairman for the National Assembly Phung Van Tuu put it this way: “in order to insure
an efficient reform of judicial agencies, the pivotal thing is to further enhance the Party’s
leadership over the judicial agencies in all domains: policy making, trial, and the
assignment of cadres.”137 As Gillespie writes, “Even if the CPV confines its role to the
formation of policy, a pure rule of law will still not govern Vietnamese society…Ad hoc
Party decision-making is gradually yielding to wide-ranging and often unfettered
administrative powers.”138 Given the Party’s tenuous ability even to rule Vietnam by law,
it may understandably fear that rule of law would be more anarchical than systematic.

All of these issues have led judges to informally consult relevant ministries and officials
as part of a political mediation that precedes, or at times supplants, an objective legal
consideration of an issue.139 As in most civil law countries, there is no binding precedent
of court decisions in Vietnam. In some ways, the purity of this concept is part of the
reason for Vietnam’s judicial shortcomings. Although the civil law tradition does not
officially rely on precedent, consideration of cases and scholarly opinion forms an
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important, informal continuum of thought that looks like precedent in form, if not
substance. Vietnam, in contrast, has underdeveloped courts and a poor, or at times nonexistent, dissemination of judicial decisions and commentary, leaving courts more
horizontally linked to local political interests than to the vertical body of law from which
they derive their authority. When the Chief Judge of the Supreme People’s Court was
questioned by deputies of the National Assembly at a 2001 meeting on the management
and legal acumen of lower courts, he suggested, formal court reporting structures
notwithstanding, that “the Supreme People’s Court does not manage the Provincial
People’s Courts.”140

However, Vietnam has recently seen an increase in the availability of some court
documents, such as Supreme People’s Court’s The People’s Court Review, which may
have a moderating effect on judicial activities.141 There is also the Cong Bao,142 an often
daily compilation of new laws and Prime Ministerial decrees, published by the Vietnam
Law & Legal Forum. As is the case in China, the most prominent critics and observers of
judicial reform in Vietnam are actually the media, such as the law newspaper Phap Luat
or business papers, such as the Vietnam Investment Review. While many are now
privately owned, every media outlet has an official government department sponsor.
Special interests of the private sector and government agencies being what they are, many
debates now find their way into the newspapers. There is not any investigative
journalism, but in areas of established debate, such as court reforms or specific legal and
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economic policies, the press can be respectfully critical.143 By comparison, the Chinese
press and scholars have reached a more forthright level of debate, allowing some dissent
to bubble up though the cracks of an imperfectly censored press. Editors are sometimes
fired and scholars still forced to leave the country, but they have pushed for the autonomy
of private law from public law, for example, and “a shift from emphasis on duties to the
state to an emphasis on rights against the state.”144

It should be noted that even with these reforms, the Communist Party of Vietnam’s
influence on the courts, for example, can be overstated. Admittedly, the Party is suffused
in the state apparatus at nearly all positions from judges to administrators. Even the 10%
of judges non-affiliated with the Party must be approved by the Party to be appointed for
office. But it is also striking how ill-equipped, or uninterested, the Party is in overseeing
the daily operations and cases of its judicial system. Based on interviews with judges and
lawyers in Vietnam, Party influence seems less of a cause of arbitrary or incorrect
decisions than simply a lack of knowledge or professional support on the part of judges.
There is hardly any communication among judges of the same court or among hierarchies
of the court.145 Judges within the Vietnamese court system are like missionaries on island
outposts, influenced more by the interests of parties that appear before the court than by
collegial or political relationships within the profession itself.
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Judicial Independence in China
In China, similar judicial problems persist despite subtle and significant differences in the
evolution of its legal system. The Chinese courts are both more developed and more
overtly politicized than in Vietnam. They remain a tool within the state administrative
structure, often a way station for disputes before they are officially or unofficially sent to
the appropriate parts of government for resolution. After all, only the legislature has the
power to draft and interpret laws, and to delegate that power as needed.146 The great irony
of the law making and interpretation process in China and Vietnam is that instead of
regulating government action, legal procedures seem to highlight the dysfunctional
reporting relationships that lie behind the facade of unified and centralized states. Of
course, disputes over jurisdiction and conflicts of law occur within all legal systems, but
China seems to lack the willpower and the mechanisms to formalize any solutions.147

China has a slightly different hierarchy of laws than Vietnam. At the top are laws enacted
by the National People’s Congress, then laws of state councils and regional Peoples
Congresses, then tertiary rules issued by the central and local governments, Ministries
and agencies.148 The Supreme Court and its lower courts are restricted, however, from
any interpretative use of that legal hierarchy. The courts have partial authority to review
some NPC legislation and otherwise must defer to the issuing government body in all
issues of interpretation and jurisdiction. The main function of the courts is to coordinate
with other agencies. The Supreme Court has actually become more prolific in issuing
146
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commentaries and advice to lower courts on the law, but these pronouncements follow
from consultations with relevant agencies that guide the substance of its writings.149 On
occasion, however, the Supreme Court has been quite proactive. When the Civil Code
was promulgated in 1986, the Court actually issued implementing regulations modifying
details of the inheritance law, among other issues.150 Socialist legality and a civil law
tradition make judicial interpretation suspect and judicial law-making seemingly
unthinkable, but sometimes bureaucratic coordination means that power flows in
different directions—a mixed signal for Western advocates of strengthening the Chinese
judiciary. Given the inability of courts to give the Constitution legal effect, its principles
do not play a major role in the process of legal interpretation and development.

In China, the Party presence is even more proximate than in Vietnam. In some instances,
“party documents and even the personal authority of individuals [have been used] as
sources of law.”151 Like Vietnam, there have been attempts to increase the accountability
of judges in China. There is not professional liability, but decisions can now be
challenged to ensure that judges “with kinship or blood ties shall not take up certain
interconnected posts within the Court.”152 Additionally, there is a ‘political legal’
commission that directly oversees each court—an apparently more active version of the
Peoples Committees in Vietnam charged with judicial appointments. The relevance of
these commissions in China was in decline from their height in the 1960s until
Tiananmen Square, after which they have become more prominent. And, as in Vietnam,
149
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the Chinese Communist Party and its subsidiary organizations are effectively immune
both from direct legal challenge in the court system and from indirect challenges
resulting from conflicts among individuals or organizations.153

Recent legal reforms have superficially changed these dynamics. In the mid-1980s, the
Supreme Court began publishing its own gazette to disseminate its findings from recent
cases. This gazette has since expanded into a small publishing niche of contemporary
judicial abstracts and court decisions, as well as information pre-dating the Cultural
Revolution.154 This information has opened a window for researchers to understand
Chinese legal thinking and ostensibly strengthened the courts authority and the awareness
of citizens of its work. However, the practice of seeking conformity with precedent in the
civil tradition, even if not being bound by it, remains subservient to institutional pressures
in China: “the true power distribution among these entities certainly undercuts severely
the extent to which the court can assert the force of precedent in the published cases in
the Gazette.”155

Judicial independence in China is still indiscernible with a Western microscope, but it is
nonetheless changing. The legal lexicon central to economic reform is spreading to other
areas of society and the courts are increasingly and inexorably on the front lines,
adjudicating a wide gamut of issues. “Economic and legal reform are likely to continue to
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create both the need and the pressure to expand the interpretative power of the Courts, but
their current ability to respond to the challenge appears to be restrained.”156

Administrative culture and business in Vietnam and China
The need for a strong rule of law presupposes a horizontally organized marketplace
where businesses compete freely and hold an implicit trust in the state’s legal
protection—but not micro-management—of their rights and interests. The East Asian
model relies on personal and familial regulation of business ties, however, and
emphasizes the vertical relationship between businesses and the state. In this context,
Weber’s assertions about the importance of legal infrastructure are less relevant; given a
choice between improved rule of law and political connections, most businesses would
“more likely demand access to the state in preference to economic calculability.”157 Much
like the Administrative Guidance model found in Japan, government and business
interactions in China and Vietnam are often governed by voluntary means that focus on
cooperation; law may indirectly facilitate this dynamic, but does not affect its
substance.158

In Vietnam, government bureaucrats, for both personal and cultural reasons, often take a
‘concessionary’ approach to their positions, discriminating against and trying to profit
from businesses as they see appropriate. “Soviet style education and ideology placing the
state at the center of society, inculcated state officials with an unqualified confidence in
their ability and moral mission to manage society…[This] institutional culture that holds
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officials morally, if not legally, responsible for corporate criminality and business failures
perpetuates a state economic management culture.”159 In this environment, bureaucrats
watch entrepreneurs to assure that their business activity conforms to socialist values—
trivial rule violations, failure, or (especially) success could trigger administrative actions.
“Spasmodic harassment,” labyrinthine licensing procedures and “capricious monitoring
and investigation practices” have characterized most businesses’ experience with the
government.160 This bureaucratic culture stems from a fusion of neo-Confucian, antimercantilist, and socialist class theory that stigmatizes entrepreneurialism. It embodies
the Marxist belief that the law is a “superstructure that [reflects] the will of the ruling
class” and needs to be used as a tool to protect workers from the exploitation of
capitalists.161

In this legal context, socialist law requires bureaucrats to consider written rules as they
are directly applicable, and, where there is uncertainty, to make decisions based on
morality and changing party policies. Since the hierarchy of laws and policies is not
clearly defined in either Vietnam or China, in cases of apparent non-compliance it is
difficult to know if bureaucrats “are acting contrary to conferred authority or are
legitimately implementing local policy and morality that contradicts statutory rules.”162 In
some ways, this dynamic represents the EU’s ‘doctrine of margin appreciation’163 run
amok—a constant deference to local (or even personal) values, which is really no legal
159
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system at all. Increasingly, the values at stake are not socialist, but territorial, as
government agencies jockey to preserve or expand their entitlements. As a Vietnamese
government researcher commented a year after the implementation of Vietnam’s
Enterprise Law, “working habit in state administrative bodies of focusing on protection
of rights and interests of themselves while leaving difficulties for other agencies or
enterprises to face is still relatively popular.”164 In China, a similar, willful interpretative
confusion exists at the lower and higher levels of bureaucracy. Chinese Communist Party
leaders often float experimental policies that are informally and inconsistently given
effect within the legal system and then later have them either codified as law or
abandoned, depending on their perceived effectiveness and consequences.165

The socialist legal mindset means making sure that the right policies are put into effect
and order is maintained. With an emphasis on ‘rule by law,’ actual legal procedures and
the source of laws are penultimate considerations. These values are further complicated
by a system that rewards civil servants for compliance with Party policies, but
necessitates that most of them, who earn paltry salaries, use their positions to profit from
private sector opportunities. But as the transitional policies of each Party blend socialist
boilerplate with an implied need for pragmatic reforms, an already tenuously respected
legal system has become even more flexible and less coherent. In Vietnam, “the tolerance
or discrete encouragement of certain previously illegal practices tilted the system to the
degree where the previous notion, that everything which is not permitted is forbidden,
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changed to a presumption that something formally forbidden could actually be permitted
and encouraged.”166 Likewise, in China “among the first casualties in pursuit of economic
growth had been the stability and continuity of law.”167

Navigating such a system takes a tremendous amount of local knowledge and legal
creativity. In some cases, a business’ illegal action can even become the basis for
securing a legal claim. As Bergling writes:
A hotel developer with a vacant site in Hanoi’s ancient Hoan Kiem district
knew that the special rules for real-estate development that apply in the
district made it unlikely that his application to build a hotel would be
approved. He was also aware that Hanoi Tourism [a state agency] had become
much more restrictive about giving the necessary permission to operate a hotel
in this part of the city. The developer therefore took the easier way of
registering a trade company to operate on the same location and, immediately
after this was complete, filed a petition to change it into a hotel business.
Meanwhile, he had started to construct a five-story building that could easily
be converted into a hotel. This calculated “crime” resulted in a police
investigation and eventually a modest fine. The receipt for the fine could be
presented as a “license” to Hanoi Tourism and other concerned agencies to
prove that all formal requirements had been met. The desired permission to
operate the hotel was then granted.168
Vietnam and China are struggling to change their legal rules without significantly
changing their political culture. They seek the economic efficiency and control of a more
comprehensive and precise legal system, but do not want to disrupt the primacy of the
Communist Party or the broader government apparatus. This tension is reflected, for
example, in the ambiguity of Vietnam’s administrative legal reform nomenclature. The
terms ‘socialist legality’ and ‘state economic management’ have been replaced with ‘lawbased state,’ a model driven toward what is nearly the antithesis of Marxist-Leninist
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theory: private commodity production, economic freedom and market pricing.169 It is
difficult to assess whether the accommodating legal rhetoric that blends Marxism and
capitalism is evidence of the solubility of Western legal precepts into Vietnamese and
Chinese culture or their simple subordination to existing norms.

Administrative Law in China and Vietnam
The self-serving conflation of law and policy, and the wayward autonomy of government
agencies and regions, lie at the center of administrative legal reforms in China and
Vietnam. Party allegiance may have once meant that a bureaucrat could take the office
cash box home every night without a dollar missing, but these days the accountability of
the government apparatus is far less exemplary. Market reforms turned many bureaucrats
from seat warmers to gate-keepers of the new socialist economy, which sparked an
epidemic of corruption. “At a time when China needed the support of the working masses
to change its economic fate, the danwei170 leaders began plundering China under the
pretext of helping China to change its old system through structural and economic
reform.”171 Citizen and business complaints in both countries rose as administrative
meddling occurred with minimal legal justification. The Parties were interested in using
legal reforms to mitigate these trends, as well as to impose a greater degree of
consistency in the implementation of their policies. However, the emphasis has been
largely on compliance and not on the more fundamental problem of delegated law169
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making. Nearly all levels of both governments can still issue regulations even, as in
China, so called ‘normative documents’ that are not made public, yet considered to have
legal effect.172 This continued multiplicity of law making sources reflects a current lack
of control and the inheritance of socialist, bureaucratic thought.

In 1989 China enacted and implemented the Administrative Litigation Law (ALL), which
allowed, for the first time in its history, an individual to challenge the legality of specific
state actions. In a political and legal culture that asked citizens “to kneel before the
shadow of the state,” this appears a significant departure in legal principle. The ALL
measure has seen the most activity challenging public security measures; police often use
the charge ‘shelter and investigation,’ which has no legal basis, to detain suspects for
three months pending the discovery of evidence.173 Courts have begun to reverse some of
these cases. However, progress has been slow due to the nature of administrative law and
the relationship between ministries and the courts. “Dealing with administrative cases
puts the judge in direct confrontation with administrative organs” responsible for their
appointments and budgets and “it is hard for judicial personnel to ward off [their]
influence.”174 In China, administrative agencies have law-making power that cannot be
reviewed by the courts, although there actions are expected not to be ultra vires and
always be reasonable. The courts can in theory review “concrete actions” of agencies, but
not the legality of the rules permitting them.175 That task is given to the State Council,
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although the National People’s Committee is the legislative branch that delegates rulemaking power to agencies. The NPC has never reviewed agency decisions and the State
Council only on rare occasions, though it is important to note that no laws outline the
criteria for judging an agency’s compliance with its own rules.176

On closer consideration, even this fragmented system unravels further. Unlike other
countries, such as the U.S., where lawfully enacted agency rules are given the legal effect
of statutes, agency rules are in practice non-justiciable in courts. Given that a vast
majority of rules are agency regulations and not general laws passed by the NPC,177 this
has a significant bearing on individuals’ and businesses’ rights to legal remedy.
Somewhat quizzically, China’s 1999 Administrative Reconsideration Law allows the
People’s Courts to refuse to apply an agency's rules if it considers them unlawful. This
creates the paradoxical power of a court’s lack of authority to review rules, yet be
permitted to judge their legality.178 A partial solution to this problem was to clarify rulemaking powers by agencies with the 2000 Legislation Law. But since the 1980
Constitution does not clearly allocate law-making power, any attempt to do so would be
ruled unconstitutional by the NPC. Without confronting that issue, the main problem
cannot be solved. Articles 72 and 73 of the Legislation Law emphasize that a ministry or
agency can only make rules “within the scope of its authority”179 while nowhere defining
the concept. This reform process shows China’s efforts, however fitful and vague, to
reconcile the need to check administrative autonomy with a fear of excessive judicial
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discretion. China is comfortably erring on the side of administrative autonomy, but is
clearly pushing toward a system of greater consistency and oversight.

The law-making process is actually the one area where the Vietnamese government
expresses a plurality of viewpoints. Nearly all levels of the government, ministries, the
courts, prosecutors, and provincial and county Peoples Committees issue legal documents
with conflicting formal and informal understandings of their relative superiority and
applicability. The National Assembly in theory passes the highest laws as it can amend
the Constitution and abrogate legislation passed by the Assembly’s Standing Committee,
the prime minister or his ministries. In reality, the National Assembly meets only two
months a year and rarely considers the legality of governmental or ministerial actions,180
let alone rescind its own older laws that contradict or confuse new laws. Additionally, the
prime minister can abrogate legal rules of other ministers or lower level Peoples
Committees. Laws, particularly economic regulations, tend to be vague, due to the
consensus law-making of most bodies, as well as temporal, due to the ever-changing
policy environment of a fast-paced, developing economy.181 This dynamic also increases
power struggles—through quasi legal rule making—among economic ministries in an
effort to protect their turf.182
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Vietnam has a long tradition of peasant protests, with groups converging in major cities
to denounce land ownership policies in particular. Responding to complaints was difficult
since “while the [central] government can complain and cajole, it often finds it difficult to
do more than that when a provincial government is unwilling to cooperate.”183 An initial
law on complaints was passed in 1991, but was uniformly ignored. Vietnam has followed
China’s lead by enacting several reforms modeled after the Administration Litigation
Law. The 1992 Constitution had established the right to report malfeasance by public
officials,184 but the mechanisms were not in place to actualize this right. However, in
1996, an Administrative Court was established185 and supported with two laws in 1998:
the Law on Complaints and Denunciations and the Amended Ordinance on Procedures
for Resolving Administrative Cases. These reforms were as much about improving
governance as simply establishing the government’s right to govern. But as with many
legal reforms, the 1991 law was not repealed and judges disinclined to grant hearings on
complaints could dwell on the inconsistencies. For example, the former law requires
those filing complaints to exhaust all internal administrative appeals before suing, while
the 1998 laws remove this requirement. Given the sensitivity of the Administrative
Courts role, judges have defined their jurisdiction narrowly and few cases have been
accepted.186 Establishing standing in court has additional requirements. The grounds for
complaint must be in a written order that proves an official committed an act outside the
discretion afforded by his position. Since many commercial issues are discretionary,
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rather than permitted, and many decisions are made by informal, oral agreements, this
effectively excludes most administrative activity.187

The low court activity is not from lack of demand however. During the first three days of
the administrative courts opening in Ho Chi Minh City, 25 cases were filed, though
judges found none that met the required criteria for a hearing.188 However, there is also
self-selection on the part of individuals and businesses who prefer to forgo attempted
lawsuits “seeking to preserve relationships and negotiate resolutions.”189 Another
strategic consideration on the part of businesses is that even if the case is accepted and
ruled by the Administrative Court, it is binding without appeal and, in an overt overlap of
executive and judicial authority, the Prime Minister can request that any decision be
reviewed and overturned.190 For that matter, nearly all administrative decisions by the
Prime Minister, such as major foreign investment projects, cannot be reviewed; lower
bureaucrats often tap the Prime Minister’s immunity by requesting his office’s signature
for less important issues, even if it is not required.191 Like many aspects of legal reform in
Vietnam, the law can be a guidepost for other informal shifts in policy. However
dysfunctional the Administrative Court is, its existence and tentative reform reflects the
government’s awareness of the prevalence of corruption and inefficiency, even if it
currently prefers to resolve these issues informally.
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At the business level, the ability to use administrative law against the government is still
fraught with obstacles. The informal links among politicians, police and businesses make
lawsuits an unlikely solution to a short term problem at the expense of long-term
relationships. For example, police in Ho Chi Minh City will occasionally shut down bars
for playing music not authorized by the government, as is required. No bar could attract
customers if it complied and no bars do. Suing the police would not be fruitful as the
conduct is technically illegal. Paying bribes is the expected solution, which is also
officially illegal. The reasons for this predicament are often unrelated; the law simply
becomes negotiation by other means. So long as the laws remain incoherent, and their
enforcement discretionary, there exists few effective legal mechanisms to confront state
interference with economic activity.192

Economic and Civil Court Reform in Vietnam and China
One of the overriding goals of legal reform in Vietnam and China has been to facilitate
economic development by protecting the legal rights of businesses, enforcing contracts
and settling disputes. Comparative studies of law and development in Asia have shown a
relationship between economic growth and commercial and administrative litigation.193
China in particular witnessed a doubling of civil cases and a quadrupling of commercial
cases during the first decade of its economic reform, from 1982 to 1991, an escalation
that has continued to the present. Another indicator of success is that China has become
the object of a growing salvo of intellectual property litigation as foreign competitors
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charge patent infringement by domestic Chinese firms.194 However, a curious
development of Vietnam’s 1992 court reforms, which differs sharply from China’s
experience, is the decline in court cases. Rapid growth and numerous new laws would
presumably increase conflicts and the need for settlement, however flawed the system
may be.

Before the 1992 judicial reforms, which included the establishment of an Economic
Court, most Vietnamese business disputes were mediated informally or processed at
regional Economic Arbitration Centers. These centers were quasi-legal bodies primarily
focused on disputes with and among state owned enterprises, but also had the authority to
conduct investigations of business activity.195 1993 was the last full year of operation for
the Centers and they processed 3,000 cases.196 The Centers were replaced with Economic
Courts to hear disputes between businesses, among business management and stock and
bond sales. In the first full year of operation, the national case load dropped below
500.197The Economic Courts now hear fewer than 1,000 cases a year.198 The Ho Chi
Minh City Economic Court hears approximately 300 cases annually, and this has not
increased for several years.199 Most provincial Economic Courts hear few if any cases a
year. The Chinese experience in this area was quite different. During the 1980s,
economic courts operated in tandem with established mediation centers. Economic cases
rose from 6,132 in 1981 to 332,496 in 1987200and have continued to rise precipitously. At
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the same time, there has been a sharp decline in the voluntary use of mediation bodies.
Although China suffers from the same issues of corruption and confusion of laws, it
seems to have instilled a greater degree of rights-consciousness and preference for formal
adjudication. This is also partially due to increasing reliability of strict interpretive
practices on the part of Chinese judges being paired with greater flexibility in the
determination of penalties and compensation (at least in the economic area).201

There are several possible explanations for Vietnam’s shortcomings. First, there is very
poor enforcement of judgments. As a Ho Chi Minh City judge said, “We have lots of law,
but it is hard to make the law stick.”202 Enforcement is the domain of the local People’s
Committee, so that even if the case was processed “independently” it is given effect by a
political body. There is also a heavy reliance on the Vietnamese principle of mediation
(hoa giai) that pushes parties to settle issues informally outside of the courts. The HCMC
judge emphasized this, as he met with parties after reading a case to negotiate a
settlement before officially referring the case to a tribunal. However, both these factors
were present before the initiation of the Economic Court.

One feature of the Economic Courts that is not conducive to earning the goodwill of
private parties is that the People’s Office of Supervision and Control has the right to
intervene in all cases203—without needing the permission of the presiding judge204—and
can initiate investigations outside the scope of the actual dispute, make criminal charges
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if necessary, as well as simply making recommendations to the court on the issue at hand.
If a minor contract dispute can turn into a criminal investigation of tax evasion, a chilling
effect is understandable. Simple corruption is also a deterrent, particularly in courts of
lower visibility and case volume, where there are reports “of tacit, unholy alliances
among judges and staff that allow the soliciting of bribes from lawyers, plaintiffs and
defendants to misplace files, slow down investigations and otherwise affect or obstruct
the procedures. What seems like a perverse management system from the outside can be
very productive one for those who work within it.”205 More broadly, often the legal
training of judges does not equip them to respect new commercial laws; despite a
business’ incorporation, a judge may find reason to lift that legal veil and attach personal
and family assets to business debt.206 As an indicator of this distance between the law and
the general operation of the economy, by 2000 only 64 companies had declared
bankruptcy in Vietnam207—six years after the passage of the bankruptcy law—seemingly
low in an economy of 80 million people.

For these reasons, as Vietnam’s economy and legal system have grown, there has been
decline in the use of the court system. In 1999, Vietnam’s Courts accepted 215,193 cases.
That figure fell to 166,630 in 2001—a 23% decrease.208 Looking at data across the 1990s
suggests that interest peaked following major reforms, such as the establishment of the
Economic Court or the passage of the Civil Code in 1997, but proceeded to diminish in
subsequent years. This may be an indication of individuals and businesses willingness to
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test new legal fora. “The vast majority of businessmen interviewed claimed that they
would not hesitate to refer disputes to formal forums with compulsory authority, e.g.
courts, if they were sure that the matter would be handled fairly and expediently.”209
Interestingly, despite the decline in court cases, the Supreme People’s Court has become
more prolific in producing legal documents: decisions, circulars, official letters and
resolutions that influence regulations and laws effecting businesses. The SPC issued more
documents in the 1990s than the preceding 30 years combined.

In 2001, Vietnam embarked on a second wave of court reforms. In October of the
previous year, a Hai Phong gangster named Dung Ha was assassinated in Ho Chi Minh
City. Truong Van Cam (Nam Cam), a HCMC mafia boss, allegedly ordered the hit to
protect his territory. Nam Cam’s subsequent arrest in 2001 unveiled corruption at the top
levels of HCMC courts, prosecutors and police. To many, the scandal showed that reform
efforts to date were a ruse: the government and courts were little more than a
battleground between Party interests and the burgeoning mafia. Hanoi issued a reform
plan in short order to structurally solve what may be an intrinsically cultural problem.
The primary issue was how to break up the parochialism of the Ho Chi Minh City
government apparatus. The new reforms tried to sever the horizontal allegiance of the
courts to local People’s Committees and link them more directly to the Supreme People’s
Courts by giving the higher court power over appointments and budgeting.210
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However, the centralization of budgets and appointments has required too much
administrative footwork. Hanoi still rubber stamps provincial judicial recommendations,
since it has no resources to make its own assessment.211 The powers of the Office of
Supervision were also reduced in the new reforms so that it can no longer rule on legality
of government actions. Originally intended to enforce adherence of Hanoi’s dictates, the
Office of Supervision had allegedly been too independently minded in its zeal to
intervene in public administrative matters—confirming bureaucrats fear of giving the
courts similar powers. But the Office was given more formal control over local police
investigations and it retained the right to intervene in all private civil and commercial
disputes. However, if any law works in Vietnam, it is the law of unintended
consequences. Although independence is seemingly critical to increased accountability, it
is also explains the weakness of certain government branches. Without official financial
or political ties to local leaders, the Office of Supervision and, perhaps increasingly the
courts, find that much needed local cooperation dissipates. Legal reforms that fail to shift
underlying political structures are often ineffective—regardless of the integrity and logic
of their design. Given this reality, the Party’s political leadership and its power over
domestic spending priorities may be a more influential carrot and stick to induce legal
reforms than simple reactive modifications of its court system.

The Legal Profession in China
Both China and Vietnam have historically had very few lawyers, managing societal
relationships by kinship, custom and politics. But political and economic development
has dramatically changed the life of lawyers. This is much more the case in China, where
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there has been an explosion of legal activity—now more than three million cases
processed annually212—and an exponential growth in its legal workers; Vietnam has
marked much smaller gains on a per capita basis. Given the confused interconnections
between the government and public and private commercial activity, lawyers could
ostensibly be a positive force for change. But this has largely not been the case in China.
As Michelson writes, ‘even if entrepreneurs and the state agents on whom they depend
are unwittingly and uneasy partners in economic development, it would be more than a
stretch to say that lawyer and the gongjianfa213 are partners in building a rational legal
system.”214 Some observers are more apologetic, arguing that in general “lawyers are
neither as independent nor society as reliant on formal legality as the ideal might have
one believe.”215 However, in China the dramatic increases in lawyers and court activity
overshadows fundamental problems in the development of a rule of law and the
profession itself.

In China, a small cadre of 5,500 lawyers in 1981 has expanded to more than 110,000
thousand.216 As may be expected from a formerly planned economy, the Chinese
leadership reacted to the growing need to facilitate transactions and monitor legal
compliance by focusing on a targeted goal for minting new lawyers—issues of
competency were less important. Wary of this new group of professionals, China decided
to employ nearly all lawyers in state owned and operated legal offices. These offices
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served state-owned enterprises, businesses and individuals at fixed, subsidized rates. The
1980 Provisional Regulation on Lawyers established lawyers as state legal workers
expected to uphold the interest of the Party and State over those of their clients.217 This
applied both in the cities, as well as efforts to send ‘bare-foot’ lawyers into rural areas to
facilitate legal work and encourage the operation of local mediation centers.218 As formal
legal education programs were expanded at undergraduate universities, ad hoc legal
training was also instituted in the form of night school and part-time law universities.

At this point, a large part of the Chinese economy was still state managed and lawyers
were charged more with resolving administrative debacles rather than independent legal
analysis. Officially, the lawyer’s work was not about conflict, but harmony. As one PRC
commentator plainly put it: “In a socialist system, the interests of the state, the collective,
and the individual are consistent; there is no contradiction between defending the lawful
rights and interests of clients on one hand and safeguarding the interests of the state and
collective and being loyal to the people’s interests on the other hand.”219 Gradually, the
Ministry of Justice, in its effort to manage the burgeoning profession within its scope of
authority, decided to step back from the direct employment and management of lawyers
to assume a ‘macro-administrative”220 role. More responsibility was given to the All
China Lawyers Association in the professional oversight of its members and, since 1992,
there has been a rapid growth permitted in co-operative law firms that effectively act as
private law firms, some even with foreign branches. The 1996 Lawyers Law further
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expanded the rights and independence of lawyers221 and recently lawyers’ uniforms—a
red necktie and black robe with a badge that says ‘Chinese Lawyer’—have been required
in court to covey “uniformity and seriousness.”222

The reality, however, is that lawyers in China are having an identity crisis. They have
been freed as state functionaries, only to find themselves thrown into the hurly burly of a
marketplace that is fiercely competitive, political charged and only moderately interested
in bringing a higher level of legal propriety to its activity. As Michelson writes:

Formal law is thus forced to compete with dispute forums that are not only
extremely popular, but able to operate in a diffuse way over an expansive
social terrain. Furthermore, formal law does not appear to operate as a unified
institution; it appears fragmented. Lawyers are hired without going to court.
Petitions are filed in court without hiring lawyers. Personal injuries and
property damage and theft matters are handled in the almost total absence of
lawyer and court involvement. Public security organs, courts and lawyers
overlap far less than one might assume on the basis of their technical
functions.223
As state employees, lawyers practiced law in the comfortable illusion of the
government’s monopoly on law. Now the same state finds lawyers a meddlesome third
party in the relationship between government agencies and private businesses. Western
NGOs have focused on professional training as the primary ingredient in nurturing the
legal profession, but “lawyers, judges, legislators and other judicial personnel have been
the targets of misguided efforts to develop expert legal knowledge…[legal knowledge] is,
for the most part, irrelevant to the legal process. Legal knowledge cannot equate the
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fundamental power imbalance between state officials and lawyers who have become
increasingly marginal over the course of their ‘unhooking’ from the state.”224

Being “cut off from the iron rice bowl”225 has put lawyers on the defensive—just another
interest group struggling to define a space in China’s vast economic transformation.
“Collectively pursing the elevation of their abysmal political status” would seem logical,
but most are thinking about how to make their next paycheck because of stiff competition
and usurious taxes and fees levied by the state. Forming local law cartels has been one
approach. Entry in some Chinese stock exchanges requires letters, written at a high cost,
from a small group of law firms.226 There are even joint ventures between co-operative
law firms and government agencies and even the courts themselves that operate business
interests on the side to fund parts of their budgets. Monopolies, of course, are more
lucrative than cartels. Deheng, a major law firm in Qingdao, was the object of a petition
by rival law firms for activities such as organizing soccer matches between Deheng
lawyers and the local People’s Court and advertising the matches to emphasize the
“exclusivity of its work”; sponsoring poker games for public security officers and judges
who were awarded “prizes”; and locating the law firm in a hotel owned by the People’s
Court.227

For lawyers without the clout of a firm like Deheng, fees are often reduced or swapped in
lieu of kick backs and off the books billing. This has made lawyers poster children for the
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government’s crackdown on tax evasion in the private sector228—while doing double
damage for lawyers’ public image as self-interested insiders. The government has tried to
introduce a modicum of standards, passing its 1993 Code of Professional Ethics and
Discipline for Lawyers, which introduced a complaint hot-line for citizens that did lead to
the closure of some co-operatives. But in such a rapidly changing legal and policy
environment, standards of conduct can become relative. “If…the function of legal
professionals is to reconcile public and private interests, the absence of clear, broadly
shared understandings of what these interests are at a time when the contents of the
Party’s core ideology and of morality itself are increasingly open to contestation and
manipulation leaves lawyers without more than a highly personalized basis for framing
such reconciliations.”229 These issues have created negatively reinforcing trends as
idealistic lawyers abandon the profession, and those that remain are content to try to
monetize political capital gained elsewhere. No one seems to have the time or inclination
to change course. “If Sun Yat-sen230 described Chinese peasants as a “loose sheet of
sand” for their weak organizational capacity, it was only because he would never know
Chinese lawyers of the turn of the century.”231
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Legal Profession in Vietnam
Whereas China heavily promoted lawyers as state agents and then gradually released
them from captivity, Vietnam has been more ambivalent towards their role in the legal
system. The Vietnamese legal profession was not officially established until a 1987
ordinance on lawyers. There are now approximately 6000 registered Bar Association
members232 in Vietnam, up from around 200 in the entire country a decade ago.233 There
are 61 city and provincial bar associations in Vietnam,234 though a vast majority of all
lawyers are members of either the Hanoi or Ho Chi Minh City bars. The early 1990s saw
a sharp increase in lawyers, but this was blunted in 1995 with a “letter” from the Prime
Minister that limited the number of lawyers since their activities were not being
adequately managed.235 This policy was gradually phased out, though membership to the
bar remained invitation only on the grounds that there was not a tradition of using
lawyers. Others have argued the small size of the bar was the perception of incompetence
and fear of competition.236 In 2002, the Bar Association reformed its charter to allow
membership by competitive exam that is evidently fairly administered.237 These reforms
coincided with a new ordinance on lawyers that strengthened the education and training
requirements and rights of lawyers. As in China, the Vietnamese Bar Associations
operate under the Ministry of Justice and have been at most a cautious voice in the
politics of legal reform.
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In Vietnam there are several kinds of legal professionals. There are luat su, who are
lawyers, members of the Bar Association, and can represent clients in court. Luat gia are
lawyers by training, but not Bar members, and can only offer legal consulting services.
There are also government lawyers who represent various agencies and ministries. All
three groups comprise the membership of the Vietnam Lawyer’s Association, a mass
organization of the Fatherland Front. 238 (In contrast, China’s All China Lawyer
Association functions both as a professional and political organization.) Outside of these
formal legal positions, there are also co (meaning migratory bird) who are brokers or
lobbyists. Co work with lawyers and government agents, and sometimes the police, to
make things happen, legally or otherwise. Co have long been a part of Vietnamese
society, ‘solving’ major civil or criminal problems, as well as doing more mundane
things, such bypassing the bureaucracy to obtain a marriage license more quickly.239 An
interesting dynamic within the legal profession, is how lawyers and brokers are
distinguishing their roles. Lawyers in Vietnam complain vehemently that brokers give
people the wrong impression about how the legal system works. Judges and businessmen
in turn are quick to cite the low professional standards of lawyers, who themselves often
emphasize their lobbying connections more than legal arguments in representing
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clients.240 Within a dysfunctional legal system, lawyers relying strictly on legal
procedures find themselves waiting for an infrequent bus—business clients’ are interested
in solutions, not test driving a new legal model. A common refrain from Vietnamese
lawyers is “I’ve never had any experience with Vietnamese courts. I can’t let my client be
a guinea pig.”241 There is a difference between doing things properly and doing things
legally in Vietnam. The former can increasingly be characterized as legal procedures
modified by political consultations—law as guidelines “establishing the rough ambit of
bureaucratic discretion”242—while the latter remains only a theoretical possibility.

Vietnamese lawyers are also hindered by their poor reception by government officials.
Well resourced foreign lawyers, generally barred from bribery,243 can only offer what is
effectively private legal tutoring to government officials in exchange for their
cooperation with major clients. Problems with ministers are often more semantic than
substantive, as one lawyer said, “you want something that is technically and legally
rigorous, but has enough play in the language to satisfy political mandates.”244
Vietnamese lawyers often deal with the government at a different level and are caught in
a dynamic of paying bribes or being shut out of meetings so that the parties may settle on
their own terms.245As another Vietnamese lawyer said, "officers and members of Peoples
Committees don’t want lawyers present. They delay meeting times. They won’t directly
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answer our questions.”246 Lawyers even have a hard time getting the cooperation of their
clients. Using the law to settle business disputes can mean exposing family finances and
business strategy; Vietnamese businesses are second only to the Communist Party in
keeping transparency to a bare minimum. Interestingly, in recent interviews, foreign and
domestic lawyers were equally dismissive of each other’s competencies. Vietnamese
lawyers thought foreigner lawyers were over-paid consultants that only manage the
money and politics of foreign direct investment. Foreigners thought Vietnamese lawyers
in general were poorly educated, corrupt and not effective legal counsel. The truth, of
course, is that large investment or export projects and local property disputes are
effectively dealt with in different legal and political cultures. Foreign lawyers may be
required for international legal problems, but they are often viewed as unnecessary
players in overcoming domestic legal obstacles. Vietnamese catfish producers best
illustrate this dichotomy. During the recent trade flap over catfish exports to the U.S.,
many Vietnamese exporters retained lawyers to fight the U.S. anti-dumping duties.247
Contrary to the theory that familiarity with law will habituate businesses to take
advantage of lower transaction costs and protections, the same exporters resisted any
involvement of lawyers in their domestic operations by explaining that there was no
need.248
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Lawyers in Vietnam, like their counterparts in China, spend a lot of time pitching the
virtues of law and then find themselves taking a more pragmatic approach to serving
client interests. Businesses are unsure how to put a value on legal advice—to them the
law sales pitch sounds more like an expensive insurance policy with an indeterminate
payout. A major related hurdle is the short-term mindset of the Vietnamese. Law requires
an abstract faith in the future—that fees and a piece of paper obtained now will guarantee
rights and obligations down the road. Given the country’s recent political history, such a
promise understandably fails to resonate. Consequently, investment projects are often on
a quick turn around basis and financed and managed entirely by family and political
connections. Much more so than China, Vietnam is one community—very few degrees of
separation divide all of the economic and political actors—which makes the rule of law
premise seemingly less pertinent since these elite personal ties are strengthened in step
with economic growth. Vietnamese lawyers are increasingly involved in drafting basic
documents and consulting on business strategy, but not with the promise that the law will
provide the protections it espouses. That kind of security is still forged in family and
political meetings, now catered, so to speak, by the legal profession, but not led. As one
lawyer said, “we do all the legal documents and then pass over the package to another
[lobbying] firm. There may not be a lot of corruption, just complex relationships that
must be negotiated…[As a lawyer], you need to insulate yourself from that process.”249

The nuanced role of lawyers in Vietnam is not at all evident in the structure of the
country’s legal education. As in other civil law countries, law is an undergraduate degree
in Vietnam, as ubiquitous as a liberal arts major. Few students go on to a legal career,
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however, in part because they are not prepared. The curriculum relies on memorizing
legal code, studying political history and listening passively to professors trained in
Eastern Europe. Students finish knowing laws that are no longer relevant and lack an
understanding of analytical thinking, how to advance a client’s interest, or how very
different the life of the law—especially in Vietnam—is from the written text.250 But the
text itself can be just as dynamic. “There is a huge quantity of law coming out every
week,” said one foreign lawyer. “Vietnam is enacting more laws every week than any
other country in the world.”251 In 1987, there were fewer than 10 commercial statutes in
Vietnam; now they number in the thousands.252 The amount of research time needed to
adequately answer basic legal questions increasingly out weighs the value and
significance of the answer. And reading laws is only half the battle—there is a whole
cottage industry in the collection of official letters and other informal political
correspondence that is equally important for interpreting the law. Instead of reviewing the
sparse public court record, divining legal precedence in Vietnam requires a big Rolodex
and private subscription services. Despite these peculiarities and obstacles, many
Vietnamese lawyers expressed optimism that reforms which expand their rights in the
courtroom, as well as the general focus on legal reform by the Party, will ultimately
strengthen their role in society.
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Conclusion
A critical assessment of China and Vietnam’s reform efforts would suggest that the two
countries have undergone a true legal revolution—in the literal sense of returning where
they started. In these societies, business relations are still not formed “within the shadow
of the law”253 since court activity is low and the enforcement of judgments is rare.
Economic growth has created a greater diversity of economic and political priorities
within each Party, but consensus-based law making obscures the legislative clarity
necessary to make the legal system uniform and transparent. The old “rule by
bureaucracy” and new “rule by law” often look quite similar. As Gillespie writes of
Vietnam:
Factional disagreements are routinely resolved through political compromises
that reduce laws to little more than broad hortatory principles. If at all, laws
acquire substance and precision from written and unwritten bureaucratic
regulations and edicts. One consequence of the delegation of legislative
competence is a rapidly proliferating mass of overlapping and uncoordinated
quasi-legal subordinate legislation, such as ministerial circulars, People’s
Committee decisions and business licenses. In short executive bodies continue
to perform the dominant legislative role they enjoyed under the pre-Doi Moi
legal system.254
Development and economic opportunities have changed some business perceptions of the
law, particularly those competing in certain export markets or caught in intellectual
property disputes over brand piracy.255 But the modus operandi for many businesses has
not changed significantly. As a tourism operater in Ho Chi Minh City said flatly, “the law
is not necessary. In all situations, the business can solve a problem directly with the
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government. It is [more] important to know the secretaries.”256 Business relationships are
still based on kinship; strangers are distrusted and the language of law—understood as
the rough outlines of permissible behavior—is not spoken fluently by businessmen
forging ties in bia hoi257 on the side streets of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. When
disputes occur, businesses are left to the strength of the political and social capital they
have invested to find a solution. Collecting bad debts in Vietnam, one business manager
said, “is an art which is very difficult to explain.”258

Lawyers have undergone perhaps the greatest transformation in the character and scope
of their profession, but it has not yet assumed the importance or level of professionalism
hoped for by many observers. The difficulties facing lawyers in China are both symbolic
of entrepreneurs’ circumstances in general259 and a barometer for how law is being used
in these transitional economies. Faced with hostile governments and an often indifferent
client pool, any sense of civic duty on the part of lawyers—essential for raising standards
and pushing for change—still comes at too great a cost and risk. In many ways, the
economic landscape of China and Vietnam represents a “tragedy of the commons” from a
parallel universe—a place where resources and opportunities somehow proliferate even
as exploitation, growing social inequity and a lack of collective action would seem to
drive the system to a crisis.
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However, corruption in both countries has increased precipitously with the beginning of
legal and economic reforms. As one Vietnamese lawyer said, “There is a lot of
corruption, more now. Government inspectors will show up at a business without
permission.”260 Corruption, as defined by using official powers for personal gain, is the
status quo. As another lawyer said, “officially the government prohibits corruption [by
judges] and punishes those they find seriously. But all, not most, are involved in
corruption. [Punishment] is an internal political scandal.”261 Another expressed his
frustration this way: “Many times the jury may meet for 15 minutes, and come back and
read a 30 minute decision. It is a joke. I speak and no one listens. I have evidence that is
not considered. Why should I come to trial? For what?”262 In a society where legal
compliance is the exception, it is hard to focus seriously on the law as a standard against
which conduct should be judged. As seen from the West, corruption has a morally
aberrant character that may not always be appropriate to apply to circumstances of many
Vietnamese and Chinese. Of course, there are egregious cases of graft and malfeasance
on the part of civil servants and businesses. But as shown in the struggles of lawyers in
both countries, however determined and ethical people may be, getting ahead in a
transitional economy is difficult, if not impossible, without adapting to the system as it is,
rather than as it should be. Socialist doctrine may imply a heightened requirement for
legal compliance, but vague or slightly inconvenient laws are still shed like extra clothing
on a hot day. By default, lawyers working in a state of “discretionary anarchy” have a job
description broader than anything the American Bar Association would endorse.
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Commentary on the legal reform process too often falls back on conflicting caricatures
and illusions. Bureaucrats are universally corrupt; businessmen are parochial and shortsighted; the Party is crooked, yet omnipotent; and despite this cast of characters, legal
reform—as evidenced by the tonnage of new laws and inspiring rhetoric of leaders—is
ushering in a new paradigm for economic development. Judging the reform progress is an
exercise in assessing how much of each of these stereotypes is false. For example, the
Parties are not entirely corrupt, as their leadership realizes that survival equals legitimacy,
but nor are they in total control, as they are watching along with the rest of society to see
what will happen next. New laws often permit what is already commonplace and
governance strategy in both countries seems shaped by the constraints of what is possible,
rather than using leadership to transcend obvious impediments.

Likewise, rule of law discourse and even empirical indicators of changing legal behaviors
are not necessarily proof that the underlying conception or use of law has changed. The
number of lawyers in China has grown precipitously in recent years and law making has
made a commensurate jump, but this may be not be reflective of a shift toward the rule of
law. As Michelson writes, “just as we should resist the temptation to regard an impressive
array of written laws as a reflection of a rational-legal system, when ordinary people
enter the lawyer’s office we must resist the temptation to regard this as an indication of
growing confidence in the law. Indeed, lawyers reinforce and reproduce existing
institutional forms at least as much as they are institutional innovators.”263 A major
impediment to substantive change is actually the correlation of rapid growth with an
263
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endless cycle of reform headlines. “In all of this, perhaps the biggest threat to Vietnam’s
success is the internal perception that Vietnam is successful. A satisfaction with the
results of current policies supports those who want to continue benefiting from them,
even if it is necessary to change these policies to maintain the pace of growth or regain its
quality.”264

Actual impact of reforms aside, there have been important differences in sequencing and
character of the legal reform movements of China and Vietnam. By the time China began
its legal and economic reforms it was in a period of political weakness (from Mao’s
destructive legacy) but relative economic strength. Ho Chi Minh’s leadership and
integrity are still sacrosanct in Vietnam, but its adoption of Maoist collectivization
policies led to near collapse of its economy in the early 1980s. As Sidel writes,
“developing internally consistent legislation to serve the economic and political reform
process, which (for reasons of pacing) might have been allowed to take five years in
China, must be completed far more rapidly in Vietnam, because of Vietnam’s relatively
late beginning on the reform process and the economic and demographic pressures the
regime faces.”265 The relative size of the countries also resists comparison. Vietnam is
more akin to a province within China and benefits and suffers from the tight political and
familial networks that control its economy. This, and the more advanced economy of
China, may be reasons for the greater traction of legal norms and litigation there, though
labeling it a “legal system,” let alone “rule of law,” may be too generous. Analysts are
divided on the nature of cross-border legal influence, with many noting that Vietnam’s
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reforms more often reflect Taiwanese or other foreign laws than those of mainland China.
Others counter that China’s economic strength has required Vietnam to bury its political
ambivalence and respond to China’s reform strategies. The consensus seems to be a
“similar but separate”266 model in which each country is reacting to local politics,
different economic conditions and shared cultural predispositions toward their conception
of law as a development tool.

As the modest impact of court and administrative reforms have illustrated, new rules
cause just some of the many ripples in the puddle of politics. Principles that resonate in
the West, such as the independence of courts or lawyers as ways to balance power and
increase legitimacy, intersect with different forces in Vietnam and China and can produce
opposite results. Independence may sometimes establish authority in Vietnam. For
example, a well known lawyer in Danang recently was able to successfully defend a
business client against police actions in an adjacent province. The client, a commercial
jeweler, was arrested for transporting foreign currency after selling gold to a customer.
The police retained the cash for departmental use. The lawyer was able to use new laws,
and his prominent-yet-outsider status to sway the local political and legal process.267 But
such cases remain unusual. Influence is a function of connectedness; anyone, individuals
or government agencies, separated from the implied sponsorship of the Party or local
interest groups soon find that independence means isolation. Independence assumes the
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existence of an objective system of law; the paradox is its liability as a force in the
creation of such a system.

A decade ago, the law did not matter in Vietnam or China. Now the law has a more
present, but unclear status, being neither loose enough to disregard, nor strict enough to
require full compliance. Assessing this status is difficult due to the diversity of each
society—so much is settled informally; cases of strict legal application are juxtaposed to
stories of interpretative farce; campaigns against graft set examples, but are as lasting as a
brief squall; written laws are proliferating faster than they are improving; businesses are
thriving, but using laws in unexpected ways; business and government transparency
remains minimal; the media is delicately critical of legal reform efforts, but public
knowledge is fairly ineffective when the public has no direct involvement in the lawmaking process; and international agencies, particularly in Vietnam, are putting millions
of dollars on the table to fund legal training and drafting initiatives intended to cut a
clearer path to the rule of law.

But so far legal reforms have not really done what they were intended: spur private
enterprise development. Reforms have acted more like movements in a ship’s compass,
rather than new sails, as many legal theorists might describe the forwarding power of law
in a marketplace. Of course, this position, at its extreme, would imply that passivity is the
only option. As Alford writes in the context of reforms in the Chinese legal profession,
“It is important to recognize that the serious difficulties besetting Chinese lawyers with
regard to competence and ethics cannot be isolated from the broader course of legal,
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economic and political reform in the PRC, but that recognition also has the potential to be
debilitating, for it implies that one should not anticipate extensive improvement in this
area without thorough-going, societal wide change. As much the same point can be made
about virtually every other dimension of the “reform process,” taken to its logical end this
position suggests that nothing can be done until everything is done—which, indeed,
would be paralyzing.” 268 This realization requires legal reform advocates to take some
consolation in the positive symbolism of their failures. Just as old socialist economic
policies were detrimental to private enterprise because of their peripheral distortion of
markets and consumption, rather than direct effects,269 recent legal reforms have
remained distanced from the marketplace, but nonetheless seem to catalyze its activity.270

The experience of China and Vietnam reinforces the cautionary interjection of some
reform advocates who emphasize that laws and legal culture depend unavoidably on
cultural circumstances. This does not deny the appeal, however, of certain legal and
economic policies regardless of local custom. As seen in Vietnam, court reforms can
produce a spike in case activity—showing that businesses are interested in the promise of
objective dispute fora, only to turn away, disappointed with the results. The crux of the
problem facing Vietnam and China is that their legal cultures are tied to history in a way
that their economies are not. The forces attendant to globalization—technology,
liberalized markets, new business opportunities—tap a universal desire to make money,
268
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while rules and how people think about rules are an inheritance of a very different past.
For this reason, the leadership of China and Vietnam are caught in a strategic bind.
“Many state officials ideologically oppose reforms, or fear the loss of rent seeking
opportunities. As a Vietnamese proverb has it, duc nuoi beo co (in muddy water storks
grow fat.) Still others believe that meaningful reform of an undifferentiated state
apparatus cannot proceed without commensurate political change.”271

Vietnam and China are now in an era of “enlightened skepticism”272 in which economic
growth has led them to reconsider their own traditions, weighing the value of their legal
legacy against the rules of the modern marketplace. As Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote,
“when you get the dragon out of his cave on to the plain and in the daylight, you can
count his teeth and claws, and see just what is his strength. But to get him out is only the
first step. The next is either to kill him, or to tame him and make him a useful animal.”273
At the present, China and Vietnam are hoping gradual reforms will forestall the need for
a wholesale transformation, but, as the imagery suggests, the outcome is not always a
conscious choice. Vietnam and China have each maintained more than 7% annual growth
rates for the last decade274 and their governments will do whatever it takes to perpetuate
this record. Whether it takes a rule of law is a question only their societies can answer.
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